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- ~ 1. -

The report presented here ~as ?repared by ~r. Peter O'Hrie~ as l\IDO 
consultant in close ~ooperation with staff of the Regional and Country Studi~s 
Branch. It is ?art of the Economic Research Services progr'l.rrune that the 
Branch has devel0!)ed in respons.:: to frequent rt:quest$ for analyses and 
information at immediate relevan..:e to industrial policy-mak~ng in individuai 

developing ~ountries. 

Through :his prograllllTie. the Branch has been regulady assisting 
policy-makers in deveiopin,s ..:ountries to monitor pertinent olevelopme:!ts at the 
national ar,d region.:11 levels, in parti•:11:ar as concerns industrial poticies 
and progra:runes ;n other countries. emer;;£n5 technological ;:rends, prospecti\·e 
demand chaages in nai:£Jna1 and ~:tteniational :narkets, as we!.1 as :-c~~\·,::;nt 

:orp~rate strat~gies. 

The repor::. asses;;;es the .:urr•!nt inte:-n;tt;onal. mai:hine tool (:'-IT) !lk1rket, 
underlining its highly competitive na::.~r~. the ~nor~cus increas~ in :a~a11·~ 
role and the ;;eneral tr•:!lld _t;"Jwa:-ds an ' . .\sia ·~er:t:-•,d' m~r-k..::t, the <tift•:sion ,_,r" 
electronic-uiised ··ontrol tech11olo'1;y • .-rnd t!:-,e P'.:r:>istence ot a s!lk1! ! ~r-oup .Jr 
industries (especially the automoti·.-.: duster) as the pr-inc~piil ~ourc·:! of 
demand. The repor-t then proceeds to ask -.. ·nether the intern~ti,rniil d1.1rac':.~r
of the :ndustr-y as evidenced by the relatively high rat:os of exports to 
production and imports to consumption tor mosc of the ~eading pn1durer na:i0ns 
is paralleled by a similar emphasis O'I FD[. Up till now the answer is firmly 
r.egative; however, in view of the growing pressures to limit ~T imports tc 
the US market as show-n by the US administntion's partially sucressful 
attempts to obtain Voluntary Export Restraints the report goes on to consider 
whether and in what ways tt:at answer might be modified in the t ut11re. 

Specifically. the report looks into the status and pro~pects of some 
Asian 'newcomers' in the international '.'-tT industry, the natllre ot' r.ooperation 
arrangements concluded so far with Asi2n partners and the si~nificanr~ of 
incentives ~s investment determinant. The report concludes with an assessment 
of the prec:onditions for MT-related inve~·tme'lt in Asian developing r.ourtri.~s. 

Prefatory commt~nts wnuld be incomplete without the r.av•~at that the report 
is based on a short periorl of desk research only. rn p;-·rti1·11i.ar n(l intervi,;ws 
and plant visits with developed r~onntry-based comp;wies we:-e carried out. 
Hence, there is a clear n1~F:d f,)r follow-1.;p work ~t the ~omp.Jny level to gain 
further insights into rel•!vaut sub-markets anrl into the driving forces anti 
charac:terif.tir.s of tt'-!rhnolngy rr:rnsfer <trrangements and fIH that have tak:;n 
placd so far. To complem~nt the report presented here, the Regional ;tnd 
Country Sturlies P.ranc:h has iniLiaterl further researd1 along these morr-: 
disaggregated lirn:s. The result,; will he published in a secind rr-:p0rt with :.1 

stronger focus on the spec:Hic prec'.,111<litions of '.°'lT-relatcrl :.nvestm•:nL in A~i;111 

developing r.ountries. 
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Sli:'-IMARY 

This study has three basic objectives: first to provide an analytical 
overview of recent trends in the production, consumption and tr2de of machine 
tools (MT) worldwide (chapter l); second to review the actual scope and 
prospects for foreign direct investment (FDI) in the MT industry in sener~l 
(chapter 2) and third to assess in particular the potential of developing 
countries to attract FDI in this central field of cai>ital goods prcduction 
(chapter 3). While the study leads to fairly generai results and implications 
it has a special focus on trends in the Asian region which - largely but not 
exclusively due to the emergence of .Japan as a major ~IT producer - has 
developed into a key area on the global MT map. 

As shown in chapter l, ~IT output and employment is but a tiny por~io11 
(rarely above 2'%.) of r;iachinery and equipment industries in the world's ma'.n 
industrialised countries. Yet it is a pivotal branch, being the provi·ier- :Jt 

key capital goods. Demand for its outp11t is therefore closely linked to 
investment cycles in major industry sectors of the OECD. Over the past decade 
3 phases are clearly discernible viz. lQlo-1980, 198l-t983 (sharp contraction) 
and 1984 - 1986; there are good reasons for assuming another sharp change is 
now occurring but this time with different structural features than in the 
past. 

The present decade has witnessed a dramatic rise to the top of Japan as a 
producer and exporter, due to sustained domestic economic growth, the ~IT 

demand generated by the country's FDI (above all in automotive) and the speed 
with which it has innovated in numerically controlled (NC) and computer 
numerically control led (CNC) production. While USA has remained very much the 
key open market it has, in the 1980s, suffered an astonishing set-back as a 
domestic pr.iducer. The speed of import penetration appears to have brought 
matters to a crisis point and voluntary export r~stra:nts (VER) neg0tiations 
have been partly concluded w~th major sellers. The ramifications of the 
invnense competitive strains are several including fin addition to trade 
controls) problems of overcapacity, falling prof itc, possible relocation of 
production through FDI and/or technology transfer arrangt~ments, and pro1foct 
choice (what items to specialise in). 

Since MT manufacture today requires much greater skills than the 
traditional areas of metallurgy and mechanics, d~awing heavily on electroni~s 
in t.he vital area of control systems, and many products are •ade by highly 
automated processes which utilise qui::.e intensively the skills of the 
information sciences, there is a virtual rupture with the meLalworking 
sector. For small to medilll':l size countries placing ~onsiderable emphasis on 
export orientt:d industrialisation as i .nain plank of devciopment, yet sti 11 
lacking a wide indur.trial base and without adequate domestic demand LO sust.iin 
one, the natural temptation is to ask whether the present conjuncture could 
offer the chance to 1 ink up with MT pr•lduct ion through FDI. 

Chapter 2 assesses the significance of foreign investment in tl1is branch 
and the factors influencing development:; in the rest of Lhe 1Q80s. 



[t n~v~als t.f1at "IT has so t~a- not been an industrial ~r:rnd1 w1t1t•le t,>r 
FDi, ...-hether measared i.n n-=lation :..o <}the:::- bram:ties or £ts own pn)<la<:t'...rn. 
There are, howevei:, dist~nct signs •_t1at ; majot- d1a1i.;e :nay be L1ki!1~ pL1,····. 
At ~he momt:11t the critical movem•:nts <:en:.n-: »n the lc:a•!ing OFCD .::}11t1t1-i«:s wi!:.'.1 
ttie we:iker prodw.:et-s, l'::iA a1w UK, the targets for iapan.::se t-·or. P:tt·t •Jf the 
investment :n l:SA is the begi:min;> of a re:iction t,1 a VER regime :11:d ancth1::· 
part i,.; tied to link:1ge investments with lhe .Iapan.-:sc automotive fir·:ns that 
have set up ~nutl1~(·tivn in CSA in the 19d0s. Foreign inv.:stment i.n ~K is 
m.aki.n!l; use of ti1at country's memb--:r-shi? of the EEC to employ t~1~ :•J'lltt:·y :is ;1 

platform tor exports to else.,.·here in the region. fn bot[· r-e,·ipient :<.Jtmtr·i·:s 
the long tt·adi.ti.on c)f :'-IT production as well as the ~xi.sti•1g in[r-;1,;tr-i1.-tu1·e 
have been import~Hlt pull factor::> fnr i1.·.··::stment, .1 l0ng ,,.-i th the L,,L·.1: ;md 
reg£onai mat·kets. Prospects for FD[ in rlev•:loping .-o~ntries .tn~ :wt 5r--:.:t 
saw~ tor the handful of natio'.lS whir·h :1~·:: L:1r5e inlhts':ri.:il proriu.:ei--.; <trtd/.J!' 
already rt:i.atively advanceci it' :'-!T. C!.'·o l !:!buur to un(kt·t.tke :isso::mt)Iy 
act::i.vities is net a prime con:;;;iderati.;__11 fnr fi.rms: .:urn:11t t.rci:ds ~'o~nt to;; 
marked shift away from labour :ntensiv"' pt-.1dw:ti•111 :mrl .1 shaq:. npgradin~ ,,f 
skills for those t-emaining in :'-IT employment. For th,~ p:":::sent the fo;:;..,· ~lT 
p1·odur:.::r-s from leading .-fe•.·elopi.n.; 1:,nmtri1:s inve:stin.; al•road .-iiso L.Jcus m C~A 
and .-ire unlikely to look at 11ther lo•:atilln'i t•H· quite :;ome timf:. E.;.::unin.;tion 
ot' some cases or re,:ent ·~ollabnr.Jti1•11s involving main ."..sian d~v.:lnpin~ 
r·o1mtries sht)WS a prev;-denc:' of lice11si1111; de:ds, 1;snt~cially from :·inns in CS.\, 
an ahsence <>f Japanese 1Jperati;rns, an emph;1sis or: µroducti.on fnr lo 1:;1i m;irk.~t,; 
with some ·~xport to the region, and the b.-:11;inning of 1-·or ~-evers.~ in tlE1:D 
locations. Fin:1!ly, there is no .;vidence to sugg~st investment in<'<'ntil."es 
have any positive impar:t on a country's 1:ha11ces of attracting ~nve,;tn;f'.nt - ;1t 
best they put the country on :rn entet-pri.se's list of possihle sites. 

Chapter 3 deals in greilter detail with the situation ot .\.;::rn d-::::·:eloµing 
countries, above all in ASEA;'l. It shows that at present the status of :·1T 
produi:tion p.-oper in these r:ountries is rather: embryonic. Fnrth•::::-mor•!, it is 
argued that the att.raction of FDI in this branr.h is !lOt prim;iri ~y do:::pt!ndc·nt 
upon wage r~ost advantages but essentiillly requires further assets rr:lat,•d to 
the existenr.e of relatively aclvanr:ecl industrial syst.~ms. ft i.s a ,-[,::tr result. 
of the present study that :·IT-relate<l FD! tenrls to re<}uire both a sophisticated 
supply networ 1< (in terms of matt!rial inputs and htun;rn c~ .. ital) rnd the 
existenr~e of a large t!nn11gh domesti•: market to reduce the high risk~ of Fil[ in 

this partir.ular b~anch. 



AN OVER'lIEW OF iHE ~tACHINE -rooL INDUS~RY 

1.1. Defining the Subject 

~tore than most industrial branches machine tools (MT) are defined in 
different W"ays according to the purpose at hand. The Japan ~chine Tool 
Builders Association_ (JMTBA) simply describes MT as "machines for making other 
machinery equipment"-=-·. A tiNIDO analysis tries to be much more precise 
s::.ating "A mac:hine tool is a power-driven tool, non-portable while in 
operation. used for carryiPg out, individually or in combination, the 
operations of machining. forming and electrochemit:al processing of metals. 
wood, glass. plastic and similar materials.";_,- It goes on to note the wide 
range of ~T encompassed by the definition. ranging from simple drilling 
machines and lathes to machining centres with tool changers and flexible 
machining systems, and the set of operations involved in n . .:tal cutting and 
metal forming that give rise to hundreds of different kinds of ~IT. 

Quantitative studi~s usually confine themselves to ISIC major groups 381 and 
382 Jnd/or divisions ?1-74 of SITC, though sometimes the apparen~ rigour is 
weakened by references to non-electrical machinery. Whatever the details the 
points to be kept in mind are (i) MT are tools for making machines and/or 
components of machines, (ii) their power source can be mechanical or 
electr:-ical. (iii) al though mostly r:-efererices are to working on metals. the 
materials so fashioned can be quite diverse, and (iv) the huge differences in 
complexity of manufact1Jre and operation mean that ~IT can be made in highly 
advanced factories or in simple workshops. 

Nowadays the production of an advanced MT (itself made by using other:- MT) 
dr:-aws not only on the traditional (yet ever more sophisticated) disciplines of 
metallurgy and mechanics but increasingly on electrical science and above all 
electronics. Indeed, the chairman-designate of Br:-own Boveri has recently 
indicated that the elect1ical-electronic component in MT manufacturing cost~ 
is in the region of 30%. 1/ This shift in the nat;.ire of the product is, 
within the main OECD c:ountries, alter:-ing the c:haracter of the industry and the 
activities of the firms within it. Leading firms now engage in substantial 
buying-in of components, especially electronic control systems, must use lar:-ge 
teams of design engineers inc:luding computer software specialists to solve 
problems for their dient.s (packaged solutions), make sizeable Rand D 
expenditures, and produce a wide range of items (coverage of 2roduct series 
seems to be a key factor in market succ:ess). Yet the in~ustry still retains 
remarkab~e heterogeneity with respect to firm size and technological vintage 
of production methods and outp11ts - which suggests that any country trying 

2/ UN£DO, I~_c_h~o_L~gic:~.!:..~e_!":'5-P.~_c_t_~~es. !~.~l~e_ :'-1.~~!!i_n!? !o~_l __ ~f!!lt1~_t_!.'"Y_i1f)d_ their 
fmi:i_l1~aJ;_i~n_:;; f_or_pe_v~l-~£.!.ng Cr~unt_r_ies, UNIDO/[S.333, 30 .July 1982. 

3/ See ~:i_n!~rH2i_~j Ti~~_s, "Mac:hine Tools: Rir.h Pickings in Spe~ialisa::.ion," '27 
April, 1987. 



to attract forei~n direct investm•·nt ( FDi) in th•: ~ ~-~rnc:1 has ::iany t.!ir.ferent 
segments to look .:it. '.oihere it c·ow:~ntcltes its etfort:; will rieµe:1d trn ;;hat 
kinds of items it wants to manuf.J.cture, for ..-hich marke~s. and c·a;:iit.:i.Lising L'!l 

which local resources. 

~IT output does not represe1!t :i!on~ than a ,;mall fract!.on .1f marniia·:t•a·in;; 
value addetl (~TVA) in any •:ountry. Tabl~: ~illustrates this 20int ~1si.115 7' 
major countries. It shows that:: rnad1i11ery and e'!uipment industries :icc11unt :°•n 
just under ,me-half ot YiVA in the leadin~ 1.)ECD countries a,; against just ltnder 
30% in the leading developing countt·ies; that at>out two-r'ifths nt £11..."lc:-iinery 
output tends to come from metal pcJdl1cts and non-electrical rna·~hine!·y; and 
that, as indicated by the figures for .iapan in the footnote ta Table l, :IT 
output is usually not more than Jbout •Jne-tenth of the :._.tter cate5or·y. In 
relation to ~TVA, therefore, the s:-tar·~ of :'-IT i:; probably around 2% for the 
leading OECD countries and from 1-l.St tor the leading ·i~veloping countries. 
In absolute terms ~IT is a much small.~r- acti·.'ity than most or those which hav..:: 
been in the forefrunt of FDI during the past decaue and its importance, as is 
well known, derives from the strateg£,: aatv.re rather than the absolutE: vaiue 
of its outpnt. The strategit: significance, in its turn, stems ~rom the 
pivotal role p.ayed by the branch in relation to other major industries within 
the producirig 1:mrntries. t:p till rww th~r·e is no instance :Jt ;i country whieh 
has engaged in notable :TT prodw:tion without having a size;ibl~ and diversified 
industrial structure. 

1.2. :Tachir.e Tool Production 

The overwhelming majority of wodd ~IT output originat.~s Ln some 35 
countries - Table 2 sununarises the 1986 data (in dollar terms, the highest 
ever recorded value of production). Total output is ar1)t1nci $29 billion of 
which some 77.5: stems from cutting tools. Sever countries, 5 OECD and 2 
Eastern Europe, produce in excess of $1 bn. each and together they account for 
79% of the global total - the 8 leading developing r:ou11tries, induding China, 
only manufacture just over 5% of the global figure. C:ombining table :.?. with 
table 3 demonstrates that, while concentration of world production is on the 
increase, there has been a c!ramatic shift in the relative strength of 
different producers. In 1976 some 57% of the aggregate figure came from the 
chief producing countries whereas by 1986 their share was just over 64%. [n 
the former year, howe.,,er, each of the other leaders produced more or less 
doub~e the .Japanese figure (then around 8% of world output); by 1986 .Jap;rn 
manufactured more '.'1T than ::.he t:SA and USSR combined. Even when '11 lowance is 
made for the large rise in the value of the yen during the latter year, .Japan 
still remains dearly aht!ad of both countries individually (th·:rngh not 
combinerl). 

The world product j,)IJ m<1p has now become multi-centred but with striking 
tendencies in the shifts in the bal<Uwe .>f power. Four areas are ':urr • .:ntly 
high profile producers: (i) the 12 •·1iropean rnemb•:rs of CEr.r:vio, providin~ 

arounrl 17% of global output - within whir.h FRG is by i'ar the •fominant .-:ntity 
and Switzerland and [tlll.y, beth spe<:ial ist ,;11ppl it:rs, rank th.:xt; (. i) Asi;1, 
with some 10%, 1)f which .Japan provides fo11r-tifths but 1.:hina. Tai:,oan (Provin,·e 
of China), Republic: of Korea and [ndi'l ;1lso e;1d1 pr(ic!oic·•~ abo11t 1% of th•: world 
tc"itnl; (iii) Eastern Europe, with 1:los~: to onr: fifth Uic ~loh:d fio.:iir•!, 
mainly from USSR and GOR; anrl (iv) US,\ ;md (;111i1rlil, :1ro1rnd 11% of tlw t11t.il. 
That spread nf output is ra:liral ly rliffc!rc:nt from th•! mid !')70s ;1nd "'/•'!\ t rorn 
the st;H t of the prr.scnt ckrarlt: ,i,.; .lap<1rics1: ~1r<>rl1w t i 011 h;is 1::<p;1nrkrl .~111H·rr1rn1s 1 y 
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Table .., . Estimated World ~achine Tool Productio~!i8~ 
(US$ mn.) 

-------

Country Totai.. Cutting Forming !. of !horld 
Total 

------

A. Lea<!ers (>$1 bn) 79. l 

Japan 7082 5728 1354 24. 2 

FRG 5210 3642. 1568 ii.3 

USSR 3657 2943 714 12.5 
USA 2830 2110 720 Q.7 

Italy 164'.) 1162. 483 5.6 
Switzerland 1419 1269 170 4.9 

GDR 1 · )4 1064 230 4.4 

B. Significant oEcn 6.7 

UK 72.8 580 148 :.?. .4 

France 693 569 124 2.2 

Spain 365 286 77 L. L 

Sweden 295 ~69 L 2.6 l.O 

c. Principal Developing Countries 5.3 

Brazil 370 280 90 l. l 

China 364 303 61 l. l 

Taiwan 
(Province of China) 351 321 30 . l 

India ~50 160 90 •). 9 

Rep. of Korea 242 207 35 ) . ') 
Singapore ~4 31 3 U. L 

Mexico 18 15 3 () . l 

fiong Kong 1.J 0 .1 1.2 negligibl~ 

-- -------------- ------------ ----------------- --------- -------- -- -

D. World Total 29232 22640 6592 100 

---------------------- -----------------·---------- ------ -----

Source: ---
(i) World total is based on 35 repor~ing r:ountries; i11 Veilu~ terms 

they l'.ertainly account for 99'f . .:>t' aggreg,He Jutput. 

(ii) Though fi~ures are estimates, experienr>! of prer.edin~ y~ars 
suggests any subsequent revisions of either i11rlivirt11al r:o1mtry 
data or the global total would he most ;ml i:<ely t.:i exr:t!t:cl 5t. 

(iii) Ex::hange rate conversions basr!d on i\V•!rage rates reported by 
IMF during first 9 months and hank tran:->fer rates for l;ist l 
months. Where c:urrenl:ies are r.ontrol lerl the conversion:, 
employed wcr~: USSR, 701 of offir.ial .·ate; GOR, h~t of th~ 
FRr. raLe; and China, the [!"ff r.ommi::rc:ial rate. 
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Table 3: Indicators of Growth and Fluctuation in World ~achine 
Tool Production, 1976-1986 

A. World Output 

Value of Production ($ bn., current prices and ~xchange rates) 

1976: 13.5 
1980: 26. 7 
1986: 29. 2 

Annual % Changes in Production 

1976-1980: 
1980-1986: 

+11. 9 
- 1.1 

B. Leading Producers 

Japan 

Value of Production 

+26. 5 
-15.l 

1976: 1.1 1980: 3.7 

+20.0 
-13.0 

+16.6 
+ 2.0 

1986: 7.1 

Annual % Changes in Production 
1976-1980: +36.3 +53.3 +27.2 +35.7 

+10.0 +33.3 

1980-1986: +26.3 -20.8 - 8.0 +28.b +17.7 +32.8 

USA 

Value of Production 
1976: 2.2 1980: 4.8 1986: 2.8 

+20.0 
Annual % Changes in Production 
1976-1980: +14.3 +25.0 +33.3 
1980-1986: + 6.3 -25.5 -44.7 +14.0 +12.0 + 3.7 

FRG 

Value of Production 
1976: 2.4 1980: 4.7 1986: 5.2 

Annual % Changes in Production 
1976-1980: + 8.3 +26.0 +21.2 +17.5 
1980-1986: -17.0 -10.3 - 8.6 -12.5 +14.0 +64.0 

USSR 

Value of Production 
1976: 2.0 1980: 3.0 1986: 3.7 

Annual % Changes in Production 
1976-1980: +10.0 +18.2 +11.S 
1980-1986: - 6.5 + 0.) + 6.9 

+ 7.1 
-10.0 + 7.1 + 16. L 

Source: American M<1chinist, various issues; own calculations 
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(some six and 0ne-haif times me:1suret! in curr.:nt .-:xc~;:t:1;;e rat.:s ;u1r: abc~1t "'I 

;,.imes at constant rates) and CS uutµut has dropped fn1m a peak ,,f r:lJse :,) 
$~ bn. in 1980 to a totat less than $3.0 bn. in :~~6. Hu•· Ca!l :he,:e c:h~;;g,!S 
be explained dnd what do they imply? 

Japan's move to dominance is the result of macni·~··0nom1<· :md :'-TT sp~ci.fic 

factors. The macroeconomics <Jf sustained 5ro1•th ;1t '.;nrne plus huge export 
demand abroad have fuelled consu,'11ption or :'-IT - the ,::.ar;:;.·ter ,)f demand has 
been strongly 0rienleti, both within ..Iapan .1nrl eise•·her---: (esp.,•:ia:ly :..'SA), to 
items whose production processes depend h ~avi ly ,m ._IT im:e,;t.mG1t. Outstanding 
among these branches has been automoti.v~s: "The :nr:!1Str·y :rnd its rerated 
contractors and sub-contractors account ·or 11p to ~01. ot th-: outp:rt of machine 
touis in Japan ... _:_· Export sales of automobiles, along · . .-ith dire•~t exports 
u~ :·IT, have ensured that c. ~arge part c~ the 1.1..:mand fcH· Jap;me,:;e :'-!T procuction 
has come, directly and indirectly, fro~ ·broad: takin~ this along with 
persistent high rates of growth at ho~2 within an economy strongly oriented to 
industry as the leading sector has provided a constant and powerf~l impetus on 
the demand side. Yet this factor alon•! i.s insufficient to exolain the :'orce 
ot .Japan's "-1T production surg•.! - due to the successful incorporation of 
tc.dmological adv:lnces emanating from electronics, the quality of output has 
changed drarr.ati<:ally aver the past decade. 

~·tore than any other .-:ountry in the world, .I:tpan hils e!:llphasised production 
ot :1umerically controllerl (NC) :'-IT and particularly •:omp11ter numeri:ally 
controller! (C'.'iC) items. A few quantitative indi•:at·.)r·,; und<>rline ::he extent ot 
.Japan's r.ommitm,!nt to improved pr.)iiuction quality. Table 4 desrribes the 
principal kinds of '."lT prorlllr:tion in .iapan in 198') and shows how total output 
;md ~C output were distributed by type ::if '.'IT. '.'iC p1·od11r.tion 10.1s two-thirds ot 
the total and within tt.e :"JC column machining rentres and lathes absorbed 69% 
of the aggregate, with electric disrharge mar:hin•?s (ED'.'-1) and special purpns.~ 

'.terns pushing the total up to around 90% of all '.'iC pr·,)ducts. These are 
prer.is~ly the kinds of ·~quipment in heavy demand throughout the OECD in the 
current era of revolutionising the factor·y, of custom-made large-scale 
output. Tables 5 and 6 illustrate Japan's concentration on ~C~T as compared 
with other countries. In Table 5 the flow and stock position in 198') is s~t 
nut for the 1 leading OECD producers and ~key devehping countries in Asia. 
On ;in annual output basis Japan puts a f;:ir larger share of its r.~sources into 
NC production than do any of the other countries - at the moment two-thirds by 
value of ~T manufacture in Japan is ~C while in both FRG and USA the share is 
not above 30%. That the high proportion has been maintained for some years is 
demonstrated by the stock data (computed on a unit basis) in the riKht-hilnd 
r:o ltunn of Tab le 5 which shows that, as the Japanese produr.t:rs thems•! l ves say, 
the r~ountry is now in the one in four' period - a quarter of dl 1 '."!T inst.d l1~d 
are of the NC type. Although no reliable data for FRG ar•<I USA could he f. .. 11uHI, 

there c;in be little doubt that the shares in these countries arc far below the 
.Japanese figures. 

1/ ~-'.H __ !::astern F.r:onomir _R:•Jicw, "Ratiorialisation is on tile r,ards for a High 
Flyer," 18 Der:embt!r !Y86. 
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Table 4: ~~£an:_ ~etalcutting ~achine Tool P~oducti9nJ?y_T~~-1985_ 
(t of Output based on value) 

Type of :"lachine 

Machining Centres 
Lathes 
Grinding 
Special Purpose 
Electric Discharge 
Machines 

Mi 11 ing 
Boring 
Drilling 
Others 

----------------

Total 

Source: 

Total Production 

2).4 
25.3 
12.S 
11.0 

8.9 
i" .0 
2.4 
L'.> 
6.0 

100.0 

~C Product iun 

37.9 
3~.3 

•} -
_.) 

7 .0 

12.7 
5.4 
1. 2 
0.5 
1. 5 

100.0 

'.'iotes: In 1985 ~C production was 67t of the Japan total, a proportion 
reflected in the shares of machining centres which must, by their 
nature, be ~C i~ems. 

Table ): Production and Use 0f ~C :°'lachine Tools ------ ----- - -

in Se_!~c-~~~ _CQ~ll~~~!_e_s-' _ 19!!~ 

Country NC Production as 
Share of Tote. I (%) 

~C Share of 
·:otal Ins ta I led (t) 

Japan 
FRG 
USA 

21.7 

Rep. of Kon'a 
India 

66.9 
30.0 
28.0 
10. 2 
3.7 

n.a. 
n.a. 
n.a. 
0. I 

~_ource_~: r:!!'!~?J~9r:-_k_:._ng_, __ F:_n_gi!!_~~i:-~ng a!)_<_! :°'l:"lrk,~t_!ng, September 1986; I'.'-tT'.'-IA, 

Notes: 

M,3ch i 1~_':! To_o l _ !!!~u~ t_ry --~ f)~_i a, 1986; Ko re an ~ac hi ne Too I 
Manutac:turers A5sociation, ~a~.h~n~ _Tool_, Oecemher IQ86; "De11tsd1e 
Werkzeugmasc:hinen sind Spitze", ~ii~l_deu_tschc ?.~itt~11g, 30 7-tari:h 19117, 
reporting on a study by the Boston Consulting Group carried out •lll 

behalf of VOW (Vert:ins Deutscher Wcrkzeugmasrhinenfabrik). 

Prorluction d;ita on val111: basis; stock d;ita on units basis. 
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Table 6 highl il?;hts th~ ~·os:.:ion ...-ith regard to one l)f :he :no:,: i:np•)rtant. 
sets of ~ developed :n the t:iast years, C:.'olC iathes. C.:sin~ 3 areas. Japan, ~SA 
and the leading ~oiest Eu1·opean countries (excluding only Switzerland :imon~ 
significant ?roducers). the tdble sets out the shifts in their relat~~e 
production sharo:::s, by ·;alue and volume. ·)ver the years 197t:>-l·~84. frcm a :ni•i 
1970s position ...-here ~urope and t;SA •fominateri in value terms .and Japan's 
output was worth less :han a fifth of t~e total. the rise of :apan to l~~~ 
could scarcely ha·.re been mor"': r:ipid. At that date ...>Ve!" one-half of the ':ai.ue 
Of C:.;C lathes prnducti.,m (measared ;!t C'..lrrent exchange ::-;ites) <..:ame from 
Japan; even with curr,;,ncy •:l.)m.-er.:; ion at c 9 7n rates, the 5 !.-ies t Eur·::ipean 
countries together (with a market around ~~I) million p.:ople) ·..-ere only barei.y 
in ad..-ance of 1apan. G!t a volume t-asi.:; Japan has always been i.n r:.he 
forefront; n~vertheless. it has continuously inc~eased its sh~re of world 
output to reach cicse to three-quarters by now. 

T.1b ie o: Co•~!l-~_ry_J?.!!'!res of Total OE'CD Product ion of_ 1:~iC. ~a the~. 
~y_Ya_l_ue_and Volume, l976t._J_9802n~~~ 

-- ---- --------- -- -- --- - -- --------------- - ------ -

Year 

1976 
1980 
1~84 

Year 

1976 
1980 
1984 

Source: --- ---· 

;llotes: 

Shares 

.Japan 

17.8 
3 l.li 
1.2. l 

.Japan 

41.0 
60. I~ 
72. -~ 

at 1976 E:<change 

C'.:urope 

40.3 
~s. 3 
~4.:.: 

Europe 

32.8 
2'>.8 
:'.l.0 

Rates 

!_;SA 

41. 2 
29.') 
13.7 

l:SA 

20 .1 
13. f:i 
b.7 

Shares at 

Japan 

17.8 
35.J 
53.~ 

Current Exchange R.:i. tt:s 

C:uro!;)e USA 

40.8 4L.2 
39. !~ 25. 2 
l'.l . :1 l 4. ') 

Europe rlefined as FRG, France, Italy, UK and Sweden. Shares 
acconlin~ i:.11 ,;al1,e 1:alculateci according to base year anci l".urrent 
exchange r<tte,; to ,;how sensitivity •>t the P•?rcentages to curr.!ncy 
fluctuations. 

It r::tn legitimat1!ly he arg11•?ii that tne disparity bt!twe•:n vai11•: :rn1; ':olamt: 
figures is appr.~ci,_ble; Table 7 gives average -$ ;lri<:es in IQSt. for ~C: 1·1ltcinK 
m..,chines anci shows US made i terns selling at rloubl•! .faparlt!st~ pri.·es ;11111 !;f\'_; 

machines at one anci .1 half as much again compar•~<I with Japan. 'Whilr: :::<i:h;rng.~ 
rate alteriltilHIS over the past lR months alon~ with a relativ~ 11pgr;uli11K <lt 

.Japanese production have cert..iinly narrnwt!d the aver.1~e price rliff•:n·nti.ils, 
it is still most probably true th.1t tht: CS ancl f'RG tii.;ur.~s t~XC!:!erl thos•: t1)r 
.Jilprtn. Now the relevHni::•: nf prir:•: l".omparison:-; is this: for :WIT, ri:l.iti•••: 
prir-•'5 ;in: fairly rlos••ly r:orr1:l.1t,:d with rt~lativ.: :111ality (prkt: t1:11rls :J 
rc:tl1:~t weight, an<l Wt·i~f1t it...;t:lf is ;1 tiiir .1pproxi:nation for mrt·hi11t: po1o1:r). 
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Table 7: Unit Production and Average Price of SC ~letalcutting 
'.\lachi:ies in Selected Countries. 1984 

Country Units Delivered i of Total Cutting 
~chine Production 
(measured by vaiue) 

Average Price 
(US$, current 
exchange rates) 

Japan 38036 67 65,000 
USA Sl63 39 131,000 
FRG 996b 49 99,000 
UK 2b30 50 n.a. 
Italy 1520 20 n.a. 
France 1294 58 n.a. 

Source: Ame:-ican Machinist, --- February 1986. 

The mix of Japanese NC 011tp11t is thus towards smaller items than those made by 
its competitors: within Japan itself, and above all internationally, the 
thrust has been towards the less than top size NC:"IT and this market segment 
seems to have been very large. To a considerable degree, Japan has created it 
and captured it. 

Thus the contours of the pr<::sent ·,..orld production structure. But are the 
deveiopments of recent years likely to be a reliable µointer to the remainder 
of the decade? As with som~ other, related, industrial branches a crucial 
element affecting the competitive struggle in the near future is the trade 
situation between .Japan and USA. Since about 141. of the former's production 
is sold in the American market, application of sharp trade limitations could 
shift market shares and encourage rt::<u:tions by Japanese firms. Foremo,;t among 
those responses would most probably be FDI: Chapter 2 will examine the 
evidence on this ~oint. ?roduc:tion relocation is, however, only part of the 
picture. The size and geographical origin of demand, .:is well as the 
fluctuat~ons in it, will have a major influence on production shares. ~IT arc: 
producer durabl~s purcha5ed as part of the i 1vestment decision in other 
branches: the sustainable annual rate of de11and is therefor<::! a function of 
investment cycles, the er.nnomi1: life of :'-IT (which in perinrls nf rapi<f 
technical progress depends as much on the real produr.tivity of ~ ·w vintages of 
equipment as on physic.al wear ;i.nrl tear) and the prosper·ts ,,f extending "IT use 
into completely new areas. To e:<plor·~ these issues a littl·~ further the 
following sub-section looks at eonsurnption trends. 

1.3. ~!_ar.h~ne Too_l ~onsurn_etion 

Tahle ~sets 011t apparent 1:c:1s•unption (production less the trarlc balanc.:, 
th11s leavin~ aside ;my movemt:nt in stocks) in 1986 for the 6 major m.-"lrkets 
(sales in excess nf $1 hn.), the'• learling r!evcloping r·ountri•!s in Asi.1 ;1s 
,.,ell as Brazil anrl Mexic·o. The worlrl''> t<';> 11 inrlustri.il r:ountrit~S ,.;tand out 
on this index - they absorb some '101111' Klohal output. The inv.~rsion in the 
rankings as comp<trect with prorl11r:tion for USA and USSR 1111 one sirle anrl .Jiipan 
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and FRG on the other reflect the trade patterns for the countries, 3S ~ill be 
sho~n in the next sub-section. 

Table 8: Estimated Apparent ConsumE.!:_i,._cn of ~chine_ Tcois. l~S?_ 

(USS mn. ) 

A. 

B. 

c. 

Country 

'."lain ~rkets C>Sl bn.) 

USSR 
IJSA 
Japan 
FRG 

UK 
Italy 

Asian Develo£ing Countries 

Rep. of Korea 
China 
India 
Taiwan, Province of China 

Other D~"'...e.~Lf!.&_f'Jun_t_ries 

Brazil 
'.l'lexico 

Apparent 
CoPsumption 

son 
4470 
4400 
3181 
1256 
1028 

532 
479 
396 
177 

379 
216 

-----------· 

Source: 

Notes: 

American '."tachinist, February 1987. 

Apparent consumption measured as prociuction plus imports lt!ss 
exports. Exchange rate conversions as for i986 world production 
table. 

Demand for ~TT is strongly 1:yd ical in character. In the absence of 
adequate t imE: series for sales the changes in world Olltput, set out in Table 1 
above, can be Laken as a proxy. They show that the past .iecade splits into 3 
sub-periods. Frrm 1976 to 1980 the year on year shifts were all positive and 
generally well in excess of lO't (the simple .werage was +18.7'%.); 1980-1983 
was a pha~e of output falls averaging rlose on lOt per year; while the last l 
years recorded another upswing, above al 1 in 198'>-1986 when output rose by 
one·':hird. The annual absoiute shifts (i.e. ignorin~ the sign of the C"han17,•:) 
variei substantially among the learling r:ountries, aver;}gi11~ around 29 
;>erceutagc points in Japan, '.!.0 ear:h in FRG and t:SA, an<I a bit over ') in USSR. 
Three of the four had 8 rises and 2 falls while for FRG the split was h:4 so 
the evi<lence of quite sharp annual rhangcs is pre~ty c:lcar (P.ven at r:c.1stant 
exrhange rates the .Japancs1: fig11r•! would he high as witn.~ss1~d by the fart that 
the latest annual shift, the l:! m1rnths in whif'h t.hf! bigg•'!St .1lt1:ration in tht: 
$ t.o Yen rate has O('C:urrcd, is not nuwh a hove the .1v~rag1:). 
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An industry with these features is very likely to exhibit periods of over 
and under capacity in production, accompanied by pronounced swings in 
utilisation rates, and probably by big changes in stocks and occasional price 
wars. These points .... ill certainlr be put into sharper relief when product 
qualii:y is altering rapidly Jue :-_;) technical ch<.u•ge - an ongoing process of 
major industrial reorganisation is found within as w.·ell as among the top 
producers. While compfete ~viden~e. in the form of det~iled series of figures 
by country, is hard tJ come by, illustrative data abound. In Japan the 
slo,,..ing dowTI of new ?lant ir:vestm.:nts (abroad as well as at home) and model 
retooling by the au::omot:. produ<:ers. alon;;; with the trade tensions vis-a-vis 
"..he L'S, are taking their .,ill. An end 1986 survey by the Japan ~chinery 
Exporters Association c· . .\) reYealed that some 761. of the firms interviewed 
were finding the present situation hard to handle. with the scope for further 
reductions in operating costs very limited. Big '.\IT firms such as :'-tori Seiki, 
for whom exports to tiSA hav~ on occasion reached 60% of output. as we 11 as 
many smaller ones oiraw.n into production during the boom years, will all find 
the situation tough. T• was reported by '.\IITI at:. ~nd 1986 that ot"ders were 201. 
down as compared with a year earlier and a large-sea le reorganisation of the 
bran~h seems unavoidable. 

FRG pt"oducers had an extremely difficult time during the firs: half of 
the pre.sent <i.;cad..:. when many .:ollapsed ·:nmpletely. The companies whi<:h h;l'\;e 
don€: 1i;e!l ha ... -e been forced into. m.'.lssive Crelati·..-e to <)utput) investments :nd 
highly selective produ~t strategics ofte~ involvin~ an effertiv€: withdrawa~ 
trom the volume enc1 ot 'ff prod11cti..n1. Dec:kel, fer example, whi1:h has around 
50% of th~ FRG ~arket in its principal products (universal milling and boring 
machines) tripted rapital spending fr,Jm 198!+ to !9~6 and has pushed the :'-<C 
proportion of its outp•.1t to S"i1 t0c~ay as against some 30% at the start of the 
decad~. Th€: story in the CK is on~ of massive shitts which are by no means 
finished. For C'.\C lathes, of whid1 the CK m.1rket is about 1800 1mits per 
;innum, more than 100 companies ,,ffer pro<lucts hut <me firm. TI, currently 
makes .::ibove half the tot.::il. Yet the early 14'!7 opening of the Yamazaki plant 
-~- ··,--.:ester horles an immense upheaval in t:iat market. When full srale 
::>rn<luc:ti<).: is .1chieved (scheduler! fcH" early l'.)8')) 1200 C'.'OC :~thes and 
mar:hining centres pf'r annum are e:..:pec·ted and TI. <!t:spite t.1king rcr·ord •ffder,; 
of some $3~ mn. in 1986, is alrea<ly in<lirating th•: likelihoorl of sdlin~ t)ff 
the ...-ho!e :'-1T business. Since the Y;im;17.aki plant miinagers n~verthele;>s ='.lY 
that about '>Ot of output wi 11 be exportt:d. the shork ,.,-aves .,.j 11 S?re<tcl to 
other F.E.r. markr:ts and will prohahly r:a~se prir:e wars in what incre.1sin:o;ly 
becnm,:s a <'11t-throat competition. 

The prer::e<iing 1:omn1t::its have made no ret•:rence to 11pht:avals .,..ithin l'SA 
10here :'-YT tf.:llldnd has h.,.t:n strong yt:l d"lm•:sti.~ 1H1tp11t is '"":LI rf,1,.,-n •HI tho: levels 
1ttaint:<I .1t the b•:ginning of the <lecaclt~. T1i 11nrit:r.->tand this '.1ett.:r :rn<I in<l•:o:d 
obtain a full map of competitive tensions in thf': industry an ·~x;imin;itinn nf 
t radc pat t 1: rns is re11u i .·,:d. 

[.!,. International Trarle in :'-lac:hine T11<lls 

The e;1rl ier sections ot this :·hapt•:r· h;n.-.: brn11~ht into r1:l it!t' the 
striking changes in produ1·titJn <1!1<! r:ons11mpt.io11, <!riven hy investment ryrlt:s 
anrl technologic;d innovation, whirh <:c111ti111w to redraw the world :'-tT m<tp. 
Internation<il trarle flows ar•: the ··lt:ar1•st. ind1:x of tht~ rt:l.1tiVf~ rositi•HIS of 
1·01mtries - Table') hrings to~c!.h1r, for lht~ milin prod,.ring rountries Jistr:d 
in T;1hle 2, tht: ll}~n ratios af •::<port..; to prod111·tion, i11portr. to ;1pp.1n~nl 
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Table ~: lndicators of International Specialisation in Machine Tools. 1986 

Country 

A. Leaders 

Japan 
FRG 
USSR 
USA 
Italy 
Switzerland 
GDR 

Exports as t of 
Production 

41.0 
60.0 
6.9 

19.4 
56.9 
88.5 

(100)£/ 

8. Significant OECD 

UK 
France 
Spain 
Sweden 

51. 2 
45.8 
50.0 
71.2 

Imports as t of 
Apparent Consumption~' 

5.6 
34.9 
32.9 
49.:! 
32.0 
67.9 
n.a. 

71. 7 
60.6 
36.0 
74.0 

C. Principal Developing Countries 

Brazil 
China 
Taiwan (Province 
of China) 

India 
Rep. of Korea 
Singapore~,, 
Mexico 

10. 5 
2.1 

69.6 
8.4 

10. 3 
( ) 

5.6 

12.7 
Z5.7 

39.5 
42.2 
59.4 

( ) 
92. l 

Net Trad€ as t of 
cf Gross Trade~' 

+84.4 
+47.8 
-73.7 
-59.4 
+48.4 
+58.6 
+87.9 

-41.4 
-29 .1 
-21. 5 
-7.L 

-10.3 
-87.8 

+5).4 
-77. 7 
-84. 7 
( ) 

-100.0 

Sources: Calculations from data in American Machinist. February 1987. and 
Financial Times, 27 April 1987. 

Notes: 

~I The computation is imports divided by production plus imports less 
exports. 

QI The difference between exports and imports divided by their sum; a 
positive sign indicates a positive balance of trade. 

£/ "As usual, the East German export figures are higher than production •.. it 
has sometimes been explained by the differences bet ~en GDR marks (in 
which production is meastired) and valuta marks (in which trade with 
Comecon countries is conducted). This time, the explanation is reported 
to be mainly that there were exports of unsold stocks of machine tools". 
Ame!J~~~acl!J_n_i_st, QP.= c~t., p.(>6. 

~I The importance of re-export, and the difficulty of seaprating this 
entrepot trade from Local production based trade, renders the share 
ralculations for Sing<1pore too i.mprecise to warrant inclusion in the 
table. 
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consumption, and the trade balance to t~e sum of exp::>rts ar.d imports. Looki:1g 
at the first column shows that for all the ;11Gin OECD and East European 
countries (with the exception of the Soviet Union) the sh3re of output sold 
abroad is high by any stantfards. The proportio'1 is lowest in the USA yet even 
there is close to one-fifth; for the rest it ranges from a little more t'1an 
two-fifths (Japan) up to nearly 90't (Switzerland). By combining the second 
column with the first the extent to which :'.'-IT is characterised by intra-·trade 
can be seen. With the exception of Japan, where imports meet appn_·ximately 
one-twentieth of local demand, the import to apparent cLlnsumption share 
exceeds 30't for every country of weight in the OECD and Eastern Europe. For 
the smaller producers of specialis~. items (Switzerland, Sweden) import shares 
are about 701; the UK and France are not much different; and foreign 
produced MT now account for almost one-half of US consumption. 

The trade balance in relation to overail trade brings out the 
significance of these shares. Among the world's top 7 production locations, 
the l!SSR and USA are very heavy importers while the rest have strong positive 
balances (ratios from near SO't to above 80't). The negative balance picture 
carries over to UK and France and is even warginally the case for Sweden, 
generally reckoned as a quite successful ~pecialist manufacturing base and a 
quite rapid innovator and user of foreign innovations. Given that a major 
part of East European trade tends to be within the region, the USSR and GDR 
figu:es largely cancel out each other; conse'!uent f the present pattern 
within tb~ OECD emphatically points to USA as the dominant absorber of exports 
ste1m1ing from t.he 4 producers with high positive ratios of net to gross 
trade. As this development ~as become particularly pronounced within the past 
~ - 3 years it is not surprising that th~ current position is fraught with 
tensions. 

Where do the developing ~ountries stand in trade? For the 7 key 
countries listed the findings reveal a very mixed set of situations. On the 
export to production and net trade to gross trade indicators, Taiwan (Province 
of China) is distinct from the rest. It exports $7 in every $10 produced and, 
notwithstanding an import/consumption ratio that is not small, has a positive 
balance that compares very favourably with the leaiing OECD exporters. All 
other countries have negati~~ balances: Brazil has an overall participation 
in trade that is low compared with any other country listed (even the Soviet 
Union) but the rest have large negative accounts. For InJia and Republic of 
Korea their industrialisation thus makes relatively heavy use of imported '.l'tT 
despite the stress laid by both countries, albeit in different ways, on 
strengthening domestic production capabilities. These data suggest that the 
trade picture rais~s rather separate questions for the developing r.onntries 
and the DECO. [n the former rase the problem is how to use imports to 
reinforce local capabilities whereas in the latter the current emphasis is 
towards not only developing an export industry but also ensuring domestic 
output will meet the demands posed by a total reorganisation of 
manufacturing. This sub-section looks first at the OECD situation and then 
the position of the developing countries . 

. lust as in automotives, so in '.11T the key m<trket towarrls which all 
producers in this strongly trade-oriented branch have hcen pulled is USA. 
Earlier tables have shown how the aggregate value of US imports has risen; 
Table 10 provides a breakdown by origin for benchmark years over the past 
decarle. There is both continuity anct rhange. [n 1976 FRG and .Japan riominatcd 
as sellers - during the next 10 years their grip has been strengthened but 
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with a major r~\·ersal of roles as Japan alone has, since lhe start 0[ the 
1-J80s, taken close to ha:f the t:S import market. This does not mean that the 
product composition of Japanese exports has been unaltered. AF of now, for 

Country 

Japan 
FRG 
CK 
Switzerland 
!taly 
Taiwan, Province 

of China 
1)ther·s 

Share in Total Value of [mports ('t) 

21 
:!.9 
10 

9 
5 

1981 

----

49 
14 

11 
6 
4 

7 
9 

-- ---- - ---

·- - --· -- -

--------

1'1d5 

-

49 
u. 

) 

8 
b 

7 
1 l 

:-;onrc.:s: Ci\[[10, i-iorlri '.\on-Eiectr·ic:1l :'-lachin;~ry: An t::1.1.Eri~i;d Study •Jt th•: 
::achine Tool _In0u:-.t_ry, >;e;.- York 1<)84; ~t~_~a~w_£>r~!ng Engin~·;_ri!1g ;1u.t 

~!~_rk~~t_ing. Septen1hi:~ L98t>; Ar.1erican_~~:~_l!_i~_ist, rebruary 1:.187 . 

..:::-:;:mp le, .Jap;1n has a mor~ ti.an 70% shan! ct th•! wh'.>l~ CS mark~t (i.e. 
including dom•:,,;;tic 011tp11t) f1ir v: L1t:•eS ;rnd mad1ining r:entres and abn11t a !1)% 

shar•: of the m;1rk•:t for punrhing :1n1I ,,;;lte;1ring tools. In 1981 the per;:entages 
wt>ro:: )0 and l9 respectively - th<: J.1p;-tr1t~S•' trarle thr11st :1:1s swilc~1e1l r;ipirlly 
and decisi\·e~y to :\C itt:ms. :h•: IJI\ sh;;r•: is now <!own t11 half o' its !')7ti 
level while Switzerland and It;Jly. ha\·ing lost iSr•rnn.t th·ough the lt}/Os, are 
now slightly strongt:r than a der·:1rle .t~<l: T;\i\>·an, Prnv.ni:e ,)f C:hina, has n.1w 

r·~arhed fourth pl<ice among for.!i.?,n suppli.-:rs, enongh to ;.;1\·r.: it Lhe 
rto11ble-edged distinction (as ....-ill b•: Sf:•:n below) of joinin~ J;1p;rn, !-·R 1: and 

Switzerland as VER targets. 

To loc,k ;lt DEC[) tra<f.- f iows from the (Jth•·:r sit!•:, Tahlr-:s ! 1, l :! ;1r.rl ! l 
provide th•: l'JP."l/l•JH6 hre;1kdowns hy r!t::stin;1tion !Jf :'-lT exports for Japan, :·.-:c: 
:ind SwitzerL111d resp.:rtivf:ly • .J;1pan is both m11d1 mo1-.': dep•.::nc1.,nt on t~h: CS 
m;1rket than other •:xp0rt•:rs ;11111 y1:t more rlivt:rsified in t11.: <l•:sti11;1ti1ms 1:f 
its trari•·:. Two t~1irds <Jf for::ign s;1lt·s ~<>to the OEC:O with Uit: r;S/Fi1r,1p1· 
ratio st;rnrling ;1t 2:1. F.Jr r·i:c: proci11u:rs th.-·1··~ is first the i:tr'.t that few 
•::-:ports go to .J;1p<tn (rr.:rtainiy ~ess than )'%,of the r.otal ), sec:o11d th.it ! 1'.t 
,-Hily go to :'-lorlh Amerir'.a ;;s ;i wr1nl1:, ancl thircl that intr;i-trar!.; .1mo11.; 
Com1111111ity rm:mh•:rs, ;1t just t1nrlt~r •rne-thirrl 11f tntal .-::..:ports, is f>t·r!1;q',.; : .. .;,.; 
!nt•:ns•: ~h;in mi1;d1l ht: f:Xp1:r·t1!d. [n<k·:rl :iwitzerlanri, so:l!in~ half its 1:xpnrts 
to the EEC, is the tr;irlcr with by f;ir tlit: heavi.~sL r1:li;1111·•' on tht• FFr:: its 
n:lative s;tiu:; to CSA ;1r•: at ;stw;,t t!w .;;1111t: !•:Vt:! ;\s •!ios .. ·.if th•: C:1lmm1111ity. 

i\ltlio11gh a fully <lisaKhr··~;t!1·rl c'111111try hr1:.1kr!o1011 .-o•il.t not!,.: oht.1i111:tf, 

till' 1:virlc11re indir·ate·s th;it Asi;111 "01111!.rir:s prot,;ihly ;1h:;orh ;iroirnrl !7-Pf!. .it 

f;1p.111i:s1: :"IT e::<pnrts .11ul p•:rh;ips sn1111: I 11. 11! thns•: from EEC. r;iv•·n thi: c·t1rr.:11l 
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Table ll: Japan: Regional __ Breakdo...-n of Machine Tool Exports, 1985 

Region Share (in '.t) 

----------------~------

North America 
\\estern Europe 
Far r'.a,;t 
Eastern Europe 
South East Asia 
Oceania 
Others 

4li. 9 
?? -___ ) 

10.3 
9.3 
6.0 
3.8 
3.2 

Source: JMTBA, ~achine To~l Ind~stry Japan 1986, Tokyo July 1986. 

Table 12: 

-------------------· ------- ---- ---------- - ------------

Source: 

Notes: 

Region 

IntrCl-EEC!!, 
Nc;rc.1: America~· 
liSSR 
EFT#\!.' 
China 
India 
Others!!'. 

~I Less Greece, [reland and Portugal. 

Share (in %,)£ 

31.0 
15.0 

7 .0 
10.0 
4.0 
2.0 

31.0 

~I This category comprises the vast majo::ity of machi.ne tool exports. 

£I Rounded to nearest who 1 e lllllllhe r. 

~I Defined to include all 12 EEC members. 

~I uSA l3t. Canada 2t. 

f/ Switzerland, Swt!den an<l Ausrria. 

g/ Partial evidenc:e su~gcsts the Asia share i'exduding China anrl r11<1ia) 
could nave been 6-7%. 



Source: 

'.'fotes: 
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Table 13: Switzerland: Regional Breakdown of :tachine Tool 
Exports, 1986.!.· 

Region 

FRG 
Other EEC 
USA 
Japan 
Others 

Financial Times, 27 April 1987. 

Share (in%) 

23.0 
22..0 
12..0 

) .0 
33.0 

al January to September. 

boom in wnrld '."tT trade the absolute size represented ~y these shares is by no 
means negligible; and if most forecasts of ccmpa~ative regional growth rates 
f:Jr industry over the next few years are to be believed, that market is likely 
to b·~ one of the fastest expanding. The question that will be tacklec! in the 
next i:hapter will relate to the Asian countries as a production loc<ition 
r·ather than only an export market anrl thus to the possibility that they could 
be employed as sites from which to assemble and expnrt :"TT to other countries 
as well as increasing domestic self-sufficiency (measured in the crude sense 
of locally manufactured '."!T to tutal consumption). But if the OECD ;narket for 
exports becomes still tighter the Asirin countries (excluding Japa~) would 
probahly becume a major arena for competition amongst manufacturers and a 
tlurry of ~ctivities, ranging from trade through FD[ ~o technology transfer 
ar~angements of various kinds, might well be on the cards. When". those deals 
would be located and what they would comprise is very much an open question. 

The data 011 trade patterns hints at another aspect of MT market behaviour 
on which only sparse information could be obtained yet which may be of 
;1ppr~ciable importance • .Japan's rise in the US market over the past decade, 
along with the mix of regions to wl•cre foreign sales have het:n dire<:tc~d, 
demonstr;it~!s that a successful international :sat ion of its aclivities has 
oc,:urrerl. But that .;uccess is due not only to performance as a prndu<'.t~r - u1 
'.'IT, as elsewhet"t!, t"le glohal reach of marketing has been great. '.'larkr:ting ~1;1s 
been han<lled not only hy :)rl)d ... ·f:r c:omp;rnies themselves but ;.!so hv th•! famnl!s 
trading houses: while it is ~.-ut~ that the 10 largest .Japan•!~:•! :-IT 
manufacturers account for ;1ho11t one-half of output, ar.-:: stri>n•lY •!Xport 
oriented and pr1lbahly do most of their own mark•:ting, the .iggr··~.,te •:xport 
bias of the industry means that a sizeable share nf e'<port.,: m11.,;t r.omt: trom 
sm;ill to medium si7.e firms which <lr:iw on the Soga Sho~.ha ;1s m;,rket•:rs. A gnod 
part of the op•:ning 11p of mark.!ts, partirularly t."> ; .. l,1tiv1:ly smal i ;111<! m.1yb1: 
'one-•.lff' b11yers, must ce~L1inly be put to thf~ ··r·~<'.:t. .11 ttw Lrading ho1ts•~s. 
Furthermore, as mentioned t'arlier, the last 'l ye;irs •i:1V1: .-;,:en s11hst;111tial 
;iutc,motive FDl by Japanese firms, esp1:r.i:illy in t.:SA, .. ~t:cl ~his has brn11~ht :.YT 
cxp•irts through the we! I 1:stahl ish1!rl ti.:s in .lap;rn il.->r;lf of Lhe ;111tomotiv1: 
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producers ~nd MT suppliers. The demonstration effects of these plants have 
r.ot been confined to the much vaunted management and organisation abilities of 
Japanese producers (c/f the Honda plant in Tennessee) but have spread also to 
being showcases for Japanese ~IT. This form of advertising, by exhibiting the 
product in action, has certainly added to the marketing impact. Al!ied to the 
powerful network of JETRO offices to be found in all major and a large number 
of (as of now) minor markets, the FDI in associ3ted branches along with the 
efforts of the t~ading houses offer extensive opportunities for even fairly 
small producers to find export opportunities. Given that some 691 of the 113 
JMTBA members are smal 1 to medium size firms (as measured by emplo}ees) .-~---
the multi-dimensional marketing effort is probably a major factor in export 
sales. 

Switzerland has been a successful exporter with a similor procuction 
structure (108 producing firms, few multinationals, ~~ average payroll of less 
than 130 employees) but without other aspects of the rtcent Japanese push. 
But in this ~ase the emphasis on highly specialised MT has certainly been an 
advantage. In 1986 the average price per metric ton of exported MT was above 
SFr. 50,000 as against an import price of SFr. 24,000 while Tabl,~ 14, using 
comparative 1981 and 1985 data, shows Switzerland to be very much the high 
pri~e bracket producer. Undoubtedly the country's general im~ge as a top 
quality supplier of all goods and services has assisted marketing and 
contributed to the willingness of buyers to accept even long lags in delivery 
- at end 1986 there were various instances of 14 to 18 month quoted lags being 
accepted by foreign firms wishing specifically to buy Swiss MT. For a top 
quality producer and a quality volume producer, therefore, the marketing 
dimension almost certainly plays a powerful role in the internationalisation 
process. 

Table 14: Average Value ~~etri~_]'Q~ of M~~al Cutting Machine Tools 
Procluced by le?ding Eur_2_Pean Countries, 1981 and 1985 

co~ntry 

FRG 
Switzerland 
lJK 
Italy 
Sweden 
France 

('000 of Swiss Francs) 

1981 1985 

----- ------- ------- - ------ -

29 
41 
n.a. 
20 

11 :! / 
30 

37 
48 
14~/ 

22~' 

21 ~' 

42 

Source: CECIMO, St!-!_q~.,-~_i_c_:~L-~urv~_Qf ___ :"!_C:\~_~i_f!~ :roo~~. April 1983 and ft.11gust 
1986 issues. 

Notes: 

al FigurP. refers to export market alon~. 

l / 

Current exchange rates applied against the Swiss fra~c each year. 

The size 
t I • 2%; 
10.1%; 

distrihution in l9R'> was as fol :ows: less than 119 (!mployt::Ps, 
from ~O to 99, 17.8%; from 100 to 299, 40.1%; from 100 tu 499, 
from ':>00 to 999, 13.1%; and .ihov1: 1000, ],')%. 
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As mentioned briefly ~arl ier un i.n th is d:a!Jter. the Lracie p0s it i0n may 
now tie at a turning roint rtu., tu de'l.·elopments in ::.he ::s market. In 198"> thLit 
~ountry alone absorbed about 23% of world imports (exciuding CSS&) - and 
towards the end of that year demanded introduction Jf \;Er. by Japan, FRG, 
Switzerland and Taiwan, Province of Chin;-,. The :.iccent was Jn r·clling b:-ick 
market shares. Specifi1:ally. Japanese sales of '.'OC lathes and machining 
cf'ntres were to be put back to the 1'181 l~vel of 'o0% .:rnd shear·in5 :rnd p•mching 
equipment back to 19%, with the pact to last 5 years. Similar product 
targetting can be found in the ) year agreement with Taiwan. P!"ovince of 
China. For conventional lathes the market share would be limited to 24.7% (as 
against a recorded figure 0f 29.lt in 198~): for SC lathes. 3.~t; f0r 
conventional milling machines, lQ.J'%,; and machining .-:entres, 4.i?.. These 
figures are inde~d revealing. ~ot only are ceilings iatroduced against sales 
of conveational products .,.here low cost, efficient production has been built 
up, but there is adv; nee pr.:lter.tion .igainst 'quota t10pping' in more 
sophisticaterl ~T i.e. efforts by Japanese and other producers to relorate to 
Taiwan, Province 0f China, :ts a devi.::.- for reducing the impacts on themseiv<:s 
of a VER re~ime. Certainly this does not µrevent production relocations 
elsewhere but the CS ·.alc•1lation is presumably that .1the!" sites w,1uld be a 
good deal less attractive (meaning, among other things, th<H prGduction 0f the 
more advanced :"1T is •mlikely to be a footloose activity). 

It appears that .Japan and Taiw.rn, Province of China, iave accepted the 
VER and negotiations with FRG P~Y have been partially successful. But 
Switzerland has categorically refused to come to any arran15ement. "Berne 
turned the request down point-blank and subsequently said it would not 
consider a proposed ceiling on numerically-controlled cutting and punching 
u~its as binding and threatened to 'take steps' if Washington acterl 
unilaterally to restrict deliveries."1 / The impact of the VER policy is 
unclear and that for several reasons. First, the restraints are set in terms 
of shares of the US market and the overal 1 bet-iaviour of that market is hard to 
predict. Second, experience with VER where shares are computed in relation to 
nwnb.~rs of units sold shows that the scope for upgrading of ;irorluct quality is 
normally we'~ used by exporters. Third, the extent to which VER will actually 
be observed is open to ·~onsi-lerable doubt. Fourth, there remains spa1:e for 
production relocation, both to USA and elsewhere, whic!1 c•Julrl ensure that 
~mport shares of the American market continue to rise. What the IJER approach 
does signify, however, is a str,mg warning to foreign pr·oducers; their fut11rt! 
production and investment strategies will certainly not rely so heavily on 
sales to (.;SA. The FD£ impl i cat i,rns wi 11 be examined in the rw:<t chapt.~r. 

The trade circumstances of the lC'ading developing countries are quite 
different. fn Latin Americ.'l the for~ign e:-:change sh•ffta~es :n11st cert.:linly 
have contributed to limiting imports as well as urtailing !or.al output 
(shortages of components): thus in Mexico, des pi tf! the very h i6h import to 
conswnption ratio, the current levi-~1 of new investment in :'-IT is extremely low 
\>hile in Brazil apparr:nt consumption has been severely squeezed and imports 
kept to a low share of the aggregate. But in Asia the position cliffc!rs 
enormously as the learling developing "Ountries have pressed on with ind11stri;1' 
investment and sought to 11pgrade their ~IT stor.k. In Taiwan, Province 1if 
r.hina, ~Twas designated ,1 'strategic industry' in the early 1980s and 
received ctevelopmer t ,;ubsidies from the government along with :nrn~ased tariff 
protec:tion in thos• areas where it. w;is felt local firms c.ould improve tlwir 

I/ F'in<1ncidl Times, ""1achim: Tools: Ri<:l1 Pif'.kinr<:s in Spc:<:i,il iz;1tinr1", 
27 April 1987. 
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capabilities quickly if some limited (in extent and duration) protection coul<.i 
be given a~ainst Low cost imports.~ India launcheri a decade long plan for 
sectoral development in 1984 aimeu strongly at the C~C segment of the 
industry. But it was clearly fo~eseen that intensified imports would be 
necessary to assist improvement of Local capabilities as well as to fill the 
multifarious gaps in existing local productio,; in arranging its policy this 
way India was following its traditional approach towards reinforcing local 
skills (an approach which, however, has had mixed results in other industria! 
branches)._;_ An attempt to diversify imports by source has been made but 
the suppl :ers list does not differ .~o markedly from that of OECD countries: 
i.e. in 1984 around two-thirds by value of all imports came from FRG and Japan 
with Switzerland, USA, UK, Czechoslovakia and GDR as the other significant 
sources. Grant of impcrt licences is gradually veering to ~C/C~C items though 
in the main categories of import the shift is not especially quid<. Thus a 
disaggregation of 1984 !ff imports by volume and value of each product shows 
that 289 grinding machines were imported of which 9 were ~C/C'.'-iC, 181 lathes 
were purchased of which 93 were NC/CNC, 124 presses of which ~ were XC/C~C. 97 
boring machines of which 12 were ~C/CNC, and 87 milling machines with 5 of 
them being ~C/C~C. 

With the exception of Taiwan, Province of China, the crucial questions of 
trade for developing countries pertain to import strategies rather than export 
markets. But the growing conflicts over world markets, along with the price 
•:utting now taking place and the pressures for reorganisation, both of 
industrial struct11re and production location, mean that the developing country 
situation is affected by the fierce competition among leading firms. This is 
why a fairly complete account of that competition has been necessary. 

1/ For a ft:w det;iils see Martin Fransm;in, "[nternalion;il Competitiv1mess, 
Technical Change and the Slat•~: The :"tachine Tool lnd11stry in Taiwan ;rnd 
Japan," ~'?.[.ld_D~V:t:)C?Pment, OP.remb1;r 1')86. 

21 The Perspectivf! Plan sch,~rl11les a 1992 prod11ction of 800 ~C/CNC m;1chines, 
equivalent to 2')% of tot;il 011tp11t for th.qt year; in l'JW> local 
manufact11re w.qs 6~. 
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Chapter :! 

FOREIGN DIRECT Il\'VESI"IENT - A RESPONSE TO COMPETITIVE PRESStJRES? 

2.1. Machine Tools and Foreign Direct Investment 

This report begaP by emphasising the small size of the ~IT branch in 
relation to engineering industries as a whole. It would, therefore, not be 
surprising if FDI in ~IT were but a small fraction of overall external 
investment by the leading countries. In fact available data are generally not 
sufficiently disaggregated to permit MT investments as such to be identified; 
instead, figures usually relate to the much broader categories of machinery 
and, to encompass metalworking, fabricated metals. Tables 15-18 set out the 
pertinent information for USA, Japan, FRG and UK respectively. For both USA 
and Japan the 1925 stock position could be obtained, for F~G the 1984 stock 
and for UK the cumulative investments for the 5 years 1980-1984 incl~sive; in 
addition Table 15 also provides 1985 net flow data for USA. 

Table 15: USA: Direct Investment Abroad_i__J9_§~ 

Stock, end 1985 

All Sectors: 

Manufacturing: 
of which: 
Primary and Fabricated Metals: 
Machinery, except Electrical: 

$232.7 

$ 95.6 

$ 5.5 
$ 18. 7 

------------

bn. 

bn., equal to 41.l'.tofall FDI 

bn., equal to 5.8X of manufacturing 
bn., equal to 19.8'.t of manufacturing 

Of Primary and Fabricated Metals total, stock in Developing Asia $130 mn. 
equal to 2.4'.t of branch, Canada and EEC stock $3.8 bn. 

Of Non-Eiectrical Machinery total, stock in Developing Asia $421 mn. equal to 
2.8'.t of branch, Canada and EEC stock $14.4 bn. 

Net Flow 1985 

All Sectors: 

Manufacturing: 
of which: 

Primary and Fabricated Metals: 
Machinery, except Electrical: 

$18.7 bn. 

$10.5 bn. 

$410 mn., equal to 3.9t of manufacturing 
$4.3 bn., equal to 111.0'.t of manufacturing 

In both branches, investment in Developing Asia was negligible. 

Sour-ce: ---·---- Computed from US Dept. of Conuner-ce, s_1:1!"vey_<_?_f Current Business, 
August 1986 • 
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Table 16: Japan: Direct Investment Abroad, Stock at end 1985 

----------------

Uorld 

All Sectors: $8!.S bn. ($47 bn. in 1981-1985) 

Manufacturing: $24.0 bn. ($11.7 bn. in 1981-1985), equal 
to !9.!1 of al 1 investment 

Machinery: 

Asia 

$ l 94B mn. ( $10 77 mn. in 1981-198 5 ) • equa 1 
to 8 .11 of .nanufacturing 

All Ser: tors: $19.3 bn. ($7.5 bn. in l98l-l98S) 

Manufacturing: $7.4 bn. ($!.~ bn. in l981-198S), equal to 
38.ot of all sectors 

Machinery: 

Source: 

Notes: 

$571 mn. ($307 mn. in 1981-1985), equal to 
7.6% of manufacturing, !9.81 of branch 

---------- ------------------- -------

~IITI, The Second_~asic~~rv~y_o_!l_Japanese_ Fir_~_~tivitie~ A~!"oad: 
Statistics on Investment A~~oa_Q, August 1986 

·1he data are based on the benchmark survey carried out in L 983 
supplemented by ~ata for the last 3 years. Totals are the sum of 
approved investments from 1965-1985 inclusive: Japanese sources do 
not say whether approvals are actually realised. It is therefore 
probable that the above figures overstate real investments from 
Japan itself. Indirect investments are. how~ver, excluded. 

Table 17: FRG: Direct Investment Abroad, __ g_2_C:k_~~~!l~ __ l9~~~ 

All Sectors: DM 145.4 bn. 

Manufacturing: 
of which: 

OM 62.7 bn .• equal to 43.1% of a:L FDI 

Mechanical En~ineering: [JM 5.7 bn. equal to 9.l't of manufar.turing, 
of which US l.7 bn., EEC 1.4 bn. and Brazil 
l . l bn. 

Source: ----

Notes: 

Deutsche Bundesbank, '!0~1~~sb~r~_c~ht, February 1986. 

The ,:iggregates include direct and indirect investment. Branch 
classification according to that of t~c recipient firm. In the case 
of i"tel'."hanical Engineering the difference in branc:h total is 
considerable as compared to a branr:h division according to investor 
firm, where the figure is DM 9.0 bn. However neither classification 
yields a signific;int fi~1ire for Developing Asia: DM 76 mn. on 
recipient basis, OM 147 mn. on investment hasis. 



All Sectors: 

:-tanuf act ur i ng: 
·Jf which: 
'.'-!etaI,,,-orking: 
~echanical Engineering: 

Investment in Developing Asia 

'.'ianufar:t~ring: 

:'-Te ta l working : 
'.'-Tech.rnica1 Engin.::erinis: 

El '1.o bn. 

£8.% bn., equ~l to 4)./:t of all FDI 

£342 mn .• equal to 3. 'lt ot manufact.iring 
£.728 mn. ~ equ:. l to 8.1 t of manufacturing 

(4;~ ·n., equal to ).ol. <Jt world total 
i.4.o n;n .• equal t_o l.Jt or world total 
£23.-1 !:In., -'qual to L2't or world total 

Source: H'."TS 1}, Business :'-l9ni_t_or::, '.'-lay 19%. 

The tables highlight several key points. Fir-st, manufactur!ng F"Di is 
notably less th.1n half the total tor ;ti l t. major· inv.::stors, lying in r:hc: 
:.1)--!n! range tor L"SA, FRG anil CK and hel0w j1JZ. tor Japan ;oith its ·..-eLl-kr.own 
concentration •lll sec:uring access to nat•1ral !'",!sourc:es via FDI. Second, t~, ... 
sto<:k of FDI in the broad •:ategory of machin.:ry indust!'"ies (or me1:hani,.al 
engineering in the cases of FRG and CK) is not a large share of the 
manufacturing total; the CS figure at almost 204 is more than <iouhle ~!:o:: 

shares in e2ch of the oth~r 1 investors where the proportion is in the R-9! 
range. Given that :'-IT is but a part of the machinery industries the 
s•1ppcsition must be that, on a stock basis, the t:S is the only c:o11ntry where 
p<..st FDI in :'-IT may have been mor1~ than one or two per cent of the 
manufacturing aggregate. Third, the shares of machinery investment goin~ tn 
d~veloping Asia have been small sa..,·e for investments from .Japan; whil.! dose 
tn 10% of that country's FDf in mar:hinery has gone to its neighbours, the Asia 
fi~un! for Lhe oth.:r·s is dt"t;1.rnd 1% .)r less. Fourth, the .~,>mbinaticn '1f the 1 
prer:eding points strongly ;;uggests that, np till now, '.'-IT has not been a se<:t<)r 
notable for FDI and that, within sw-h :'-IT investments .is may have ocr:urrt:d, 
Asi.l has not been a major recipient (th•:: likt!lihoo<I is that the EF.C :nay have 
hr.en the key area). Fifth, U1t: brarkr!tec! fi~11res in each row of Table lo .tr.-! 
revealing about .J.1p;rn's fll(. On a ~loh;tl basis ;tr,11m<I half of the investments 
were made <luring the first half of t.ll~ prf:s•:nt rle•·ade Yt't for Asia the 
proportion ten<le1i to he around :,o! \although it <iirf e:..:c.-:t'd ,>n.-!-half 
sner.ifkally in the :nar:hi11t:ry se•:tor). On the wholt:, th•:n, ~he tr~:!11.l in 
r'!rent year<; is away from Asia. Th•! 198') flow data for ';SA, preS•!nteri in 
T.1hle lS, tend to reinforc:e tht: point as they 11ote that, though net ma··hi:iery 
investmf:nts abroa<i "'ere at the i:omp;1ratively high rate of :11% ,if all 
!ll;ln11f ;ir.turi ng (rl1>11h le the S«ime ratio tor existing stor-k), 1-·o I in ·lt~vr: loping 
Asia was neg! igihlr:. 

[nformation rel .. ased for 19~1> FIH flows of r"RG ~>oints in a simil;1r 
1lire~tion.· rt shows net ~orldwide FD[ of DM tl.2 bn. (some 18% down on 

!/ S•:1~ Siiddc11tsdw Z•:it11ng, "[lf~1;tsd1•: lnvr:storen mcidr•n rtir: 
F.ntwickhn~sl~n<ler", '> r\pril 19~7. 
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l985) with only ti.1% ~oing to devel0pin~ count~ies (as ~ecently as l~~] their 
share had been 301}; although a pn:cise figure f'1r aeveloping Asia i,,; not 
availahle. the data do aitoto a 'ceiling' to be put :.m the share - it ::ould not 
have ex·:eeded :'t. On <l sector basis the engineering inJu,,;try ,,;hare ·..-as only 
just over 5t. a finding ot ?an.icul:ir interest ::;ince vehi..:ie manufacture. at 
almost ::ot. was much •.he most important s.-:ctor. rt may t·e that the pun:hase 
of TI to suppcrt FD[ in •.·ehicles was reflected in F"RG <!Xports - ,1t th.:! rnom.::nt 
the evidence points to an TI trade effect rather than an TI in\.·estme!1t ~ffect 
of the .lutomotivt.: international in"·estment process. 

The evidence ::;o far has concentt·ated on ~IT investments in relation to 
other industrial branches and sho"'"Tl them :o be tiny. tlotoever. it :-iight 
reasonably be argued that a better •neasure of the industry's 'propt>nsity tll 
invest' is a compariscn of FD[ with total inve;;tment or total output in the 
branch, calculated on an annual basis. As comparable nwnbers of this type 
could not be obtained the best that can be off~red is a very rough 
approximation drawing .1n such figures as do ex i::;t. For Japan in l 98'1 
production of metal cutting ~IT was of the orde~ of lOt of output of ~il 
industrial machinery: if the same ?roportion holds for FD[ then about $2~!) 

mn. was invested globally in metal cutting 'fr t>y .JapaneS•! firn.s in l'-)~'i. [n 
the same year Japan [>roduced $4.4 bn. of r.ietal r·utting ~IT; tdken t<)~-:::ther 
these figures would put the rD[ i:.o curre1:t <rntput !"atio at about S%. Csin~ 

similar computations for CSA that same ratio ccmes to around ~.s: so ~e mi~ht 
take a 4.5 to St figure :is being about the righ".. ordt:r of magnitude for the 
retat ion between FDC and current output in ~IT ,\t the moment. C.lm?ar.->ti ..-i th 
the automotive industry of the first half of the 1980s this rat~o is low as it 
is against data for most branches of elec'...ronics and electrical equipmt:nt. not 
to mention areas which have traditionally been at the core of fD[ in 
manufacturing e.g. ::.extiles. garments and food processing. 

Some further evidence on the role of FD[ in ~IT up till now is given in 
Table 19. which tries to ascertain what has beer. the FDI behaviour of German 
firms drawing on information for the whole period 1901-1983. Ttongh the 
definitions employed in the basic data bank are not as pr~cise as they might 
be, the material suggests that 3.2% of all recorded cases of rD[ wcr•! related 
to~- Less than one-tenth of these (13 cases) were in tfev.~loping Asian 
countries while about three-quarters went to the 4 countries traditi1Jna~ly 
important to the FRG i.e. USA, Brazil, Austda and Switzerl;rnri. The data ,;how 
that in one-half of the instances wholly owned affiliates were t:lrmc<i and in 
only 20% of the cases di<i minority owned .IVs result. There is som€ evi<ience 
of an acceleration ~n FDC <iuring rel~ent years with an ann11al rate of some 8 or 
9 cases prevailing sinre 1976. Although no monetary figures to measure firm 
size are ~iven, Lhe data on employees exhibits a clear inverse trend - the 
larger the firm the fewer the n1~ber of investment cases. [nterestingiy 
enough the tendency is pronounced for USA but not so for Brazi.I (by far the 
major developing country redpicnt of FRI. investments). !:sing the samt! 
cross-comparisons the relative incidence 1Jf min•Jrity .:J•..rne<i .JV is much higher 
in dP.veloping country F!)[ than in t:SA but, impo:-tantly, th.-! frequ.:11<·y of 
investments in the 1980s L; considerably ~reat•~r for USA. 

Admittedly the ~videncc on patterns of FDl in :"YT by the 't!ading 1)f.CD 
pt·oduct:rs leaves plenty of gaps anrl t•:ntat i v1: cone I us ions 1·01. It! he overturned 
by more adequate informiltinn. That s.1itl .i sk1:td1 of t.hc sit11.itinn would h1! ;1s 
follows. :-'IT is only .'l tiny scrtor in .1bsol1:l1! t1:rms f:>r FD[ and the hulk ,)f 
that investment has 'Jt!1!n •!mph;.1tkal ly tow;ir<!s Fr:<: and USA; v1•ry I ittle h;1s 
gone to developing Asia. The propensity '.•) tc)rt:il(n invcstm1:nt r>f "?T produ<'•:rs 
suggests the sertor has, 11p till now, not b•:•:n stron~ly ori•:ntcd in this 
rlimension. Then: is, in short, a tlr.1rnati1· 1'.nntrast hctwc•:n the 
intern:ltinnalis.1tion of :11' as mc;isur•:<I hy th1~ d1:grc1: of intril-tradt~ .1mong 
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Table 19: FRG: Features :Jf Forei~n Direct Investment in '.\lachine 
To~ _3-nd ~~~i:._d Product ion • .!. l 9b L::__! 98] 

:'.'iachine Tool Investment within the Total -----------------
Total Recorded Cases of Investment 1961-1983 3.~99 

124 Cases of ~chine Tool Investment:~' 
:'.'iachine Tool as Share of Total 
'."umber of :iachine Tool Industry firms: 

Destinations of '.\tachine Tool Inv.::stment 
Brazil Austria Switzerland 

40 ~ 7 

J. 2'.t 
11 

Developing Asia~ 
l3 

Other 
21 

3. Dates of Establish~nt of ~irms Abroad 
--~-- ---~----..;-_---------. 

[p to 1970- 1911-191) 1970-1980 1981-1983 
26 26 14 41 

l.inspecified 
l 7 

Equ ~,!_Sh<i__~~-_i_!!_~Or~ !g_!1__ Fi r_!!l_J~.!. 
100 50-99 
61 33 

0-49 
25 

[nspecified 
s 

). !i_~~_e _ _Q!_For~~~"- Fin~ (!1~1_l~_Qf ":!'!1£i..O.Y~~s!!. 
Cp to 30 31 - 100 101 - 250 251-500 501 Up"'ards 

9 51 31 21 12 

f). !}'.[>_e~l. ~~hine Tool Production!! 
------- ------

General Pumps ~chine Swaging Lathe Drilling ~tilling Other 

t-tachine Tool Building Production 

Production 
38 19 8 6 6 5 4 38 

7. ~-<?~e _ ~~Q~~---~~m_p~ ! ?_<?_~~ 
(a) Machine Tool Investments in 1981-1983 period: 

USA: 15 Brazil: 6 Developing A.si.i: 
(b) Investment in Small Firms (up to 30 employees): 

USA: 22 Brazil: 9 Developing Asia: ) 
(c) Numher of :"tinority Joint Ventures (up to 494 Equity Holding) 

USA: 2 Brazil: IO Developing Asia: 5 

-- ---- --- - - ------~ ------ ·----
Sourc.e: Computed from 1lata given in Folker Frobel, Jurgen Heinrichs and Otto 

Kreye, t:rnp_!:w:h in_<Jcr w~!~wirts~-h~~~. Reinbt>!·· 1980, Table fil-Al. 

Notes:al The basic: source classifies investment into lO areas of economic 
. .. 

activity (excluding finance ;md trade). The cilses clilssifi.?il a.s 
machine tool in the table i;i·.:.~n above art: .so defined .m the basis of 
the items actually produced in the foreign :1ffiliat.~. 

hi There were:!. instances of firms cstabiished and suhscqw:ntly 
closed: they are not incl•1ded in the cases ascrl here. 

cl Inrlia, Singapore amt Republic of Kor<!il .tc:count for all <!XCt:pt one 
case (Pakistan). 

di Inc:lurlcs 2 firms set 11p prior to 1961. 
cl The origin<tl d;ita so11r1:e clnt~s 1. t spedfy if the e<piity shar.:s given 

an: the init:al on<~s or th1: actual ones (if rlifft:rent). 
f/ The original sour•'•: rl1ws not sp<:rify whcth1•r this is initi;tl •H· 

act11;1l •:mploym1·11t. 
g/ The prorlm·t h:·!:akrlnwn was the ful lPst. that 1·011ld hf' made given thr: 

av;1i iahl•: inf11rm;1t i1H1. 
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producers and the still circumscribed extent of FDI. The partial data 
currently available further indicate biases towards the OECD main centres 
(excluding Japan) in recent investments along with a tendency to put cash into 
wholly owned affiliates there of small size. By any measure developing Asian 
countries have ~een on th£: margin in activities of the last few years; such 
fragments of information as can be assembled strongly suggest that, within 
developing countries as a whole, the preferred areas for foreign investors 
would he those countries already having strong industrial structures and a 
clear coanitment towards upgrading of technologies i.e. Brazil, Republic of 
Korea, Taiwan (Province of China), Singapore and India. 

From this picture two key questions can be discerned. Are there any 
reasons to assume that FDI in MT will become a major factor in reorganisat:on 
of the sector on an international scale? If FDI did assume significance, 
could developing countries which lack any substantial local capital goods 
production enter into the production network through becoming su~-contractors 
of one kind or another? The next section of this chapter tackles these issues. 

2.~. Foreign Direct Investment and the Ongoing Reorganisation of Machine Tool 
Production 

Though internationalisation has to date mostly shown itself through the 
expansion of trade, future patterns of competition could exhibit other forms 
of cross-border penetration. That the branch will retain its international 
character seems virtually assured: whatever the trade conflicts or 
disparities in rates of innovation and diffusion, no country in the next few 
years will either want or be able to erect and maintain crippling barriers to 
MT involvement in its market from other cou.1tries. "fhe reasons are easy 
enough to enumerate. First, although industry as a whole has moved far from 
the metal-mechanical base it had when the original MT branch was the core of 
industry, the movements in MT itself have been just as fast. Its 
incorporation of microelectronics, supported by the internal advances in 
design, have given modern MT such precision and flexibility that they are now 
a vital element in the new industrial revolution. No country which wants to 
keep its industrial sector competitive can therefore afford to bypass the use 
of the most recent vintages of ~ even if the country is not producing them. 
Second, the nature of competition in the sector is such that, notwithstanding 
the number of differentiated ;Jroducts, prices are kept down quite firmly, 
thereby limiting investment costs for other branches. Cons~quently an attempt 
to rut out r:ross-country transactions would not only impose costs on the 
domestic: ITT sec:tor but also worsen the production c:osts elsewhere. Third, all 
big to medium size producing natil)ns have thus far managed to keep a foothold 
in one or mor·e 11 ir:hes nf the foreign markets so that, even where net trade 
balanc:es are strongly negative, no producing country is trying to eliminate 
trade altogether. r-·011rth, corporate strategies are strongly geared to 
international business dnce so many customers are themselves firms with 
international dimensirms. To secure purchase orders in one country may well 
be a st~p towards obtaining them elsewher~ and may imply future international 
trade, FDI or some form of licensing arrangement. 

If the international reach of the ~T industry is now firmly established 
the evidence so far presented in this report points to a highly conflictive 
process with the relative roles of trade, investment and licencing deals quite 
unr.lear. The factors which would encourage produr.::tion tie-ups of one form or 
another are these. 1-·irst, the imposition •>f trade harriers in one or mor•! 
markets. Such ohst.iclcs c:ould lead to FDI in the countries imposing them, to 
FD£ in otht>r major m.irkcts to pre-empt similar moves there, and to FD[ in 
!orations whic:h, while not import.int mark~ts themselves, might offer cost or 
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other advantnges rendering them suitable sites from which to export to the 
original market. Second, the need to remain close to good customers at home 
who, through FDI, are relocating a large part of th~ir production abroad. 
Third, the prospect of obtaining easier access to key production components, 
hwnan or material, whose use could improve real productivity and/or product 
quality. Fourth, the opportunity to reinforce control over relevant parts of 
the international production network, through building up a local presence i1 
those locations. To what extent is each of these factors likely to operate in 
the current MT struggle? 

The push to FDI based on trade barriers has 2 dif ferePt strands in 
today's MT market; one relates to firms setting up in the USA and the other 
to investments in EEC. The obvious country to start looking at for Fill in USA 
is Japan, given the size of its exports there (almost 451 of all exports, 
roughly 141 of total output), the VER explicitly negotiated, and the 
prevailing atmosphere of trade tensions between the two countries. According 
to a comaentary appearing at the same time as the VER was agreed (November 
1986) the Japanese "machine tool makers have moved slowly over the past few 
years to establish some assembly operations overseas. Most are in the US and 
only produce a small number of units.".!./ That the examples are limited is 
not surprising if we keep in mind both how new the trade thrust is and how 
different MT often is as a production and marketing process. Unless producers 
have solidly founded reasons for anticipating severe trade barriers they are 
most unlikely to invest in advance of their imposition - and will (in the 
absence of other driving forces) only invest subsequent to them if the profit 
is hig~ enough and it is not p~ssible to maintain aggregate exports by 
switching sales to other markets. Now whether or not Japar.ese sellers could 
have been expected to engage in anticipatory investments is open to question. 
The precedents of the automotive industry (VER since 1983). steel and 
semiconductors were, it is true, already there but those branches, especially 
automotive, were areas where Japan had for some time been the sole target. In 
MT other countries have also been in the forefront and Japanese producers 
could be forgiven for caution. But the argument justifying a slower approach 
acquires greater force in the context of MT production and marketing. In all 
producing locations (not just Japan) proximity is of vital importance to '.'1T 

manufacturers - proximity to suppliers of high quality materials and 
components, proximity to a labour-force to some extent trained by the MT 
industry itself, and proximity to buyers, many of whose orders are of a 
'custom-made' type. These are system requirements, external economies which 
can be reaped by the firm without it having to pay many (or often any) of the 
costs of developing them. 

As will be seen later, a major barrier to extensive FDI in most 
devP.loping countries is the absence of these system advantages. Certainly the 
US possesses the system attributes: but it is not the Japanese system and 
adaptation to it requires significant shifts from well established modes of 
behaviour. Japanese MT producers are accustomed to close relations with and 
support from government <~specially MITI) to a tightly knit producers 
association, to specific links with suppliers and buyers which facilitate 
economies on inventories, and to labour relations and a type of plant level 
hierarchy still rare in USA. These difficulties of adaptation are certainly 
not insurmountable but the conditions for overcoming them probably are along 
the following lines: being ~ fairly large firm (about 35 MT companies in 

!/ far Eastern Economic aeview, "Rationalization is on the Cards for a High 
Flyer", 18 December 1986. 
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Japan employed 300 or mo~~ people in 1985),l/ having a product range with a 
significant chunk of items that can be sold 'off the shelf', pos~essing 
sufficient experience in US deals to know where to buy as well as sell, and 
being willing to invest heavily in training a labour force that is maybe not 
only unfamiliar with Japanese methods but also relatively unskilled in the 
most modern production systems. For a Japanese company possessing those 
attributes FDI either in a 'greenfield' plant or ir a takeover of a US company 
could both be interesting although a JV, especially of the minority type, 
might not be too favourable as it would probably complicate rather than smooth 
the adapt~tion process. These arguments add up to a fairly limited field of 
likely candidates for engaging in FDI ~nd even withir. them a further push 
could be decided by the particular way VER is distributed among exporting 
firms (assuming it is adhered to). In the automotive sector, for example, 
MITI has regular discussions with the producers and publishes annual lists of 
the units each company will be permitted to sell in the US market. Although 
the leading firms have in fact invested in USA, they were undoubtedly helped 
in at least the details of their decisions cy knowledge of the export 
figures. Most probably the MT situation is a good deal more complicated for 
the two simple reasons of many more firms and many more types of products -
and until the real impact of trade restraint is clarified there may continue 
to be lags in the foreign investment process. 

Investment with the EEC, unlike USA, raises issues of past as well as 
current responses to trade barriers. Enquiries to the relevant MT 
associations in the EEC, and through CECIMO itself, did not yield any soltd 
data that would permit a mapping of FDI within the connunity so evidence is 
necessarily very sketchy regarding the presence of foreign companies.~/ It 

l/ The top 10 firms in both Japan and USA account for SOt of output in each 
country, while in FRG the same number of firms produce 26t of the output. 

£! In the context of enquiries made directly to national associations 
regarding the incidence of FDI here are some of the responses (quotations 
from the C(Jrrespondence). CECIMO: "Our Col'llllittee does not possess 
information regardi~g investment by machine tool builders of member 
countries of CECIMO, whether referring to investments in their European 
headquarters or investments abroad. But it is possible that some 
information may be available with member associations of CECIMO ••• ". MITTA 
of UK noted: "You will appre.:iate that a number of machine tool companies 
have developed close distributor relations with countries and companies in 
South East Asia but the only dir~ct investment of which we are aware has 
been made by Bridgeport Machines Ltd. This company has established a 
successful manufacturing plant in Singapore." SYMAP of France stated that 
information could not be provided due to its confidential nature. NMTBA of 
USA wrote: "Unfortunately, no such information exists. We cannot trac~ 
such practices because IJS machine tool builders are generally privately 
held firms who do not report such activity to any central authority. We 
are aware of a few firms with foreign joint ventures etc. but do not have a 
complete listing." The Korean Institute for Economics and Technology 
indicated: "No Korean firm is found who has an experience of foreign 
investment to other Asian countries in this industry. One Korean firm, 
Doo-Son MachinPry Co. Ltd., exported a production technology for radial 
drilling machines to India early in this year (1987). Dao-Son has 
developed its own model for a radial drilling machine and exported them to 
South-east Asian countries since 1982. Roy1lty for the technology transfer 
was '3. tt of ~otal net sales for 5 years." The ~ational Council of Applied 
Economic Research in India noted that interviews with Indian :"IT firms would 
be necessary to obtain information regarding FDI; some material may be 
provided through the ongoing study of technological development in the CNr. 
~T industry in I11di<1. 
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seems probable that the leading US firms have been installed in some EEC 
countries for several years now. Cincinnati Milacron, the top American 
company, has subsidiaries in FRG. UK and France while E.x-Cell-0, Litton, 
Textron, Duplomatic. Teledyne Landis and quite possibly several others have 
plants in UK. within the EEC, notice agaiu the US focu£ o:• the countries 
already famous for their own MT industries (limited investment in Italy seems 
to be the exception}; Ireland, a country renowned for ofrering outstanding 
facilities to foreign investors. has been ignored by ~ firms and of the most 
recent entrants Spain is the only one that might attract firms. Though in 
most industrial sectors cross-penetration of EEC countries by investment in 
each other has been a principal feature of corporate strategy to utilise the 
wider market, the scanty information on MT suggests this has certainly not 
been the case for the branch. On the contrary, there would appear to have 
been little FDI worth the name; of the 124 cases of FRG investment examined 
in Table 19 above not a single one took place in an ElC member (the handful in 
Spain and Greece date from at least a decade prior to those States joining 
EEC) while a listing of member firms of MTTA in UK provides only one or two 
~nterprises where investment from elsewhere in the Co!llnunity seems to have 
occurred. Earlier tables have shown that intra-EEC trade in MT has been 
intensive enough and it is quite likely that internal barriers to trade have 
been low (with a high degree of concordance among industrial standards). 
Hence the incentives to FDI by firms from member States may not have been 
sufficient given that other ways of exploiting the market were available. 

But what of the current situation ~nd in particular the behaviour of 
Japanese producers? There is one major investment to go on which, 
nevertheless, crystallizes the possibilities and conflicts of the present 
context. Yamazaki, supported by a direct UK government grant of £5.2 mn., has 
set up a £35 mn. non-unionised factory in Worcester, UK, to produce, at full 
capacity output (scheduied to be achieved in Spring 1988), 1200 CNC lathes and 
machining centres per annum. This production is to be reached with a plant 
workforce of 180 and there are currently 65 Japanese staff, mainly engineers. 
on site though they are eventually to be reduced to 9. Of major significance 
are the following aspects of the plant (which began production in early 
1987). First, the aggregate production at full capacity w<>uld be around 
one-half of all UK output of CNCMT. The company says that 801 will be 
exported, chiefly to other EEC members, yet even so claims that its shares of 
UK machining centre and lathe markets will be approximate~y doubled from their 
present levels of 15 and 101 respectively. These figures suggest major 
tussles in several EEC countries. not only UK. Second, it appears that some 
European firms have bitterly opposed this FDI: "West German producers - such 
as the big lathe maker Gildemeister - which have been in a pitched battle with 
the Japanese on their home turf, fought tooth and nail to prevent Yamazaki 
setting up in West Germany". 1 / While the balance of interests may favour 
Japanese FDI in USA the European environment is different and indeed the 
FRG/UK split may be indicative of an overall contrast of outlook. Whereas F'RG 
remains a top line producer with major technologies of its own and d~es not 
want either outward or inward investment (recall th~ total absence of FRG 
control led l"!T plants elsewhere in EEC} the UK structure is a reflection, on a 
minor scale, of events in USA. Investment$ by Japanese companies will be 
indeed conflictive but are likely to be encouraged by both the government and 
traditional MT producing regions where imports have already done much damage. 

l/ Finaf!.~La.l_Time~, "Machine Tool Makers Face Cut·-Throat Competition, 24 April 
1987. 
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Third. as with ::>ther products made in t!-.e E~~. the thorny problem of local 
content (LC) exists in this ai-ea. 'iamazaki claims it will quickly achieve 60t 
LC defined on a broad bas ~s encompassiag ·.•ages and factoi-y operating costs. 
and that is the thi-eshold figure to satisfy EE(; rules of origin and thei-efoi-e 
qualify for tai-iff free sales within the region. Intriguingly enough. even as 
dispute about Yamazaki's extent of LC persists, there :s evidence that CK 
firms themselves may not satisfy the criter:.,,n. Thus "many British machine 
tool manufacturei-s use a gr-eat many Japar.ese components. A greater pi-oport ion 
than ever build machines fr-om Japanese kits.".:. Even 3rid5o:!port, which has 
the lai-gest turnover- of any CK located maker of machining ~entres. has its 
horizontal machines designed by Yoruda and makes them mainly t'rom EEC 
components while TI i-ecently ~ega!1 issemblin~ Takisowa vertical machining 
centi-es. 

In sum. the Yamazaki investment is moi-e than a pi-etty thick end of what 
could turn out to be a big Japanese F'DI wedge, for- the controversy suri-ounding 
it has brought into the open ·.:arious of the forces now moulding the shape of 
things to come in Europe. Thus there are powerful Eui-opean firms and grou;:.; 
wo~king against as well as for external investment in ~IT; mai-ket shares c .. m 
be dramatically shifted even by a single investment suggesting tnat the long 
Lived structure of many small and medium size fir-ms could be giving ·•ay :o 
much more concentration, and that transformation coulci be fast; and FD[ is 
clearly not the only route which is bein~ used for Japanese ma!"ket penetration 
- the assembly system for high value advanced technolo~y items has already 
taken root. Product heterogeneity in ~T cautions against uncritical 
extrapolation of these findings to th~ whole sector but enough evi~ence exists 
to hazard the guess that the EEC may be changing even faster than USA. 

Since MT is a capital goods industry. whose demand emanates from a quite 
small set of major- industries (primarily autcmotive, air-craft and military 
related production) that are dominated by a relatively limited number of large 
firms in each of the main OECD countries, the extent and location of ~ output 
is strongly influenced by shifts in the what and where of production by those 
firms. Over the years the crucial industry in this respect has been 
automotive: CS firms have engaged in substantial 0utput abroad for a long 
time and VW has been active since several years. But it is the .Japanese 
automotive industry's international spread during the present decade which 
generates the most interest regarding MT investment. T~yota, Honda, ~issan 
and Mazda have all set up, jointly with US car produc.ers or on their own, 
Large plants in USA, they all have big facilities protiucin~ key components in 
Mexico as a result 0f FDC in the present decade, and ::>ome af them plus 
Mitsubishi and, to a lesser extent, Su7.uki and Isuzu, ~ave made appreciable 
investments in the F.EC (UK), in East Asia (Taiwan, Province of China; Republic 
of Korea) and in ASEAN countries (Malaysia, Philippines, Th-•• iand). All these 
investments set up large initial (at factory establishment) demand for :'-1T plus 
a lower continuous demand to support ongoing productioi. (this latter type is 
not to be equated with the rlemand for automotive components, which is much 
bigger in terms of volume thou~h not necessarily value). The circumstantial 
evidence strongly suggests that the Japanese auto producers have sourced the 
overwhelming majority of their :"'IT p11rchases (probably, in fact, all :"tT for 
most of the FOI) from Japanese firms (this holds true even for the principal 
JV i.e. the Toyota/GM plant ac Frem•>nt, California). To date it appears that 
the MT companies have met the orders through export but this pattern may be 
subject to change - what fac~ors are at work? 

l/ Fin~_!lr.i_a_L T_i_mes, "Machi•1t:: Tool ~lak•!rs Face Cut-Throat Competition, 
21• April 1987. 
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On the plausible suppos1t1on that the major wave of automotive FDI from 
Japan has already spent itself it might be thought that MT producers no longer 
have (at least from this perspective) any incentive to invest abroad; that 
conclusion, however, would be too hasty. First, the demonstration effect of 
these plants working almost entirely 0n the basis of Japanese MT is certainly 
the best advertisement for these products in the US market and should lead 
(other things being equal) to enhanced demand from US producers in automotive 
and other heavy capital investment industries. That demand is better 
satisfied from local manufacture rather than export from Japan because the 
Japanese Froducer is involved not only in manufacture but also design work and 
problem ~.olving jointly with the US company purchasing the MT. For this kind 
of '!".drket, there are appreciable advantages to be gained from producing within 
it.l/ To put the poin~ a little differently: exploitation of the market 
cJg~ ubtained by showing yourseii to be a first-class provider of numerous 
more or less custom-made items fitting together into a coherent advanced 
production system means making yourself available permanently, on the spot, to 
other clients of the same kind. This was not such an imperative with the 
original Japanese auto investors because they and the MT producers had already 
been working together for a long time in the Japanese context. Second, the 
Japanese MT producer stands to benefit, in its own right, from a production 
presence in a major location because that widens the range of tasks to be 
confronted and therefore capabilities to be developed. If MT competition on 
lhe international scale has hitherto been conducted chiefly through trade, 
that framework is altering. To remain on the frontier is not only, not even 
primarily, a question of paring down costs and prices for standard products -
it is still more a matter of exhibiting a wide range of design and problem 
solving abilities tailor-made to meet specific demands in all key markets. 
FDI is required to do this. Third, the prospects for profitable JV 
arrangements in various internat;onal locations between MT producers and their 
clients seem to be on the increase, again due to shifting demand patterns. 
Once more the demonstration of detailed knowledge of and experience in each 
environment, assets acquired from producing and not just selling, is a 
critical element towards becoming a good partner in such deals. Fourth, the 
maintenance of sales over time, as oppo~ed to 'one-off' or~~rs, may be 
affected by LC requirements. Just as Toyota, for example, has to show it is a 
US producer, so Toshiba Machine may have to demonstrate growing degrees of 
LC. This means, of course, not only local production but also local provision 
of the materials for that production. If large firms have usually been able 
to keep down the pressures for rising LC in fairly small and less 
industrialised countries. the 1 i!cel ihood of so doing in major countries of the 
OECD is not so great. 

The third possible reason for FDI given earlier in this section refers to 
the prospects of increasing productivity through obtaining access to cheaper 
and/01 better h1unan and material resources for production through relocation. 

l/ The point has been put succinctly by the Vice-Pre~ident for Corporate 
Planning of Honda, USA. Noting that when productio1; began in 1982 the 
decision "obviously didn't make economic sense" she stressed that i~ did 
"make philosophical sense" and stated "When you begin to r.iarket products in 
a country and enjoy success you should think about manufacturing there as 
soon as possible. We don't spend murh time in this company disrussing the 
bottom line: the profits will come in the end if you satisfy customers." 
_F_i~~_nc_i?LJ.!!".~~· "B~ware the Simple Solution," 18 May 1987. 
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For MT it is unequivocally the leading OECD countries plus a few developing 
countries in Asia viz. Republic of Korea, Taiwan, Province of China, Singapore 
and India, along with Brazil, ~hich offer the system supports for effective MT 
pr.1duction capable of meeting international and local demand. Other nations 
may provide cheap labour but the value of this asset depends or. how much the 
production process can be broken down into labour-intensive segments, on the 
importance of labour cost in total changes, and the significance of transport 
costs between locations involved in the production network. What can be said 
on these issues in relation to MT? 

A distinction has tc be drawn between NC and non-NC-MT, for the simpie 
reason that the former incorporate a substantial electrical/electronic 
component while the latter do not. This means, in turn, that NCMT firms may 
have to buy in a bi~ part of their production inputs, ~ven more so if the NC 
items are made ~ilh special quality steels and/or other relatively new 
materials. As the Chairman of Acme-Cleveland, an importan- MT manufacturer in 
USA, has succinctly put it: "It:dustries are moving away from tt>e idea of 
taking big chunks of steel and machining away the scrap . .,_;__,- To the extent 
that cheap labour supplying developing countries become effective 
sub-contractors in electronics and the units made go into MT produced in OECD 
locations then the indirect labour content from developing countries m~y be 
appreciable - yet that still does not answer the direct labour issue. Two 
possible activities in develo~ing countries would seem to be metalworking and 
machining as such, and assembly. In the former activ:ty it would be a case of 
finding a sufficiently ex~erienced work-force to undertake the tasks 
allocated. Since the cheap labour countries under consideration here by 
definition exclude places where a reasonably extensive, sophisticated and long 
established MT branch exists, there is a conflict between the monetary cost of 
the labour and its suitability. A training period would be n~cessary with the 
benefits accruing subsequently in terms of enhanced real productivity. The 
absence of detailed breakdowns of the metalworking/machining steps needed for 
the manufacture of standard MT, the relative unit costs of carrying out these 
steps by human input as against machines, and the differences in real labour 
costs (assuming ~eople rather than machines were carrying out the steps) 
between, say, Japan and Sri Lanka, militate again~t giving any hard and fast 
assessment of the prospects for this type of FDI. Fairly informed guesswork, 
nevertheless, can offer some useful pointers. To justify the investment a 
foreign firm would need to be proclucing a fairly large batch of an item 
(probably of a standard kind) for sale either in its ho.ne base or in a third 
market since production mainly oriented towards sale in the country carrying 
out the contracted tasks is most unlikely to find sufficient outlets. This 
does mean, however, that quality standards will be high relative to those in 
the developing country; hand setting and hand gauging of tools, for example, 
will probably be inadequate. The inexorable tendency is to shift semi-skilled 
operating tasks of that nature onto machines and thus reduce the need for 
h·unan labour. So the scope is probably restricted and becoming narrower at a 
rapid rate; for any one country to succeed in enticing and keeping FDI of 
this type is a daunting task in the present context. 

At first blush assembly activity may seem more promising, especially 
since assembly work is precisely what has been the focus of so much FDI to 
cheap labour countries in the past two decades. Automotives, garments and 
electronics have all ~een prime targets; but does assembly in MT have the 

lf fina_n~_i-~l __ TJm~s, "Beware the Simple Solution", 18 May 1987. 
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same :neaning and relevance as in these other branches? Basically asse~bly 
labour is of two sorts - putting together whole kits (the automotive case) and 
putting together subcomponents at the same time as carrying out several of the 
specific production operations on the way (a process reaching its fullest 
expression in garment manufacture where the fo1eign firm supplies the cloth, 
the designs and then undertakes marketing). CoDWDOn to the two sorts is the 
emphasis on large-scale manufacture directed almost exclusively (save for some 
automotives) tn expo•t markets. MT appears to stand in an inttr~ediate 
pos:tion. Recent collDlentary on the UK industry emphasises the relevance of 
assembly and, as mentioned above, points to the growing portion of machines 
built in the UK from Japanese kits. Yet this assembly is handled by 
relatively skilled and experienced workers and the products are frequently 
(probably in most instances) directed at the UK market itself i.e. the purpose 
ot Lhe importing enterprise has nothing to do with earning foreign exchange 
(on the contrary it is a net user) and everything to do with hanging onto a 
place among domestic suppliers. Moreover, assembly in ~IT cannot be a big 
volwne activity: all the figures quotP.d in this report for units of output 
are way below those normally cited in other industrial branches. There may, 
of course, be many assembly steps yet both these and parts handling in general 
are to an even greater degree taken over by such advanced equipment as 
automated guided vehicles (AGV) and computer operated stacker cranes. So in 
this dimension, too, there are few grounds for optimism about attracting FDI 
from CECO to cheap labour sites. 

Observations on the cheap labour ar~ument for FDI would be incomplete if 
they failed to stress again the extent to which the more advanced countries 
and enterprises are shifting away from labour and, where they do use it, 
towards a different type of labour. The n~ssive shakedown in USA si~ce 1981 
has witnessed the demis~ of 300 out of 800 MT companies and an overall 
employment reduction from 100,000 in 1981 to 70,000 in 1986: even Cincinn::\ti 
~ilacron, one of the foremost companies with strong international links, cut 
its workforce from 14,000 to 9,000 in the 1980-1986 period. On labour quality 
and corporate strategy the approach of Deckel, the major FRG producer of 
universal milling and boring machines, is ~ost instructive. The company 
employs some 2,300 people - and inve~tment in them has been a critical part of 
its overall investment during the past 5 years. Given tt' sharp move to NC 
products, in-house training has become the cornerstone of personnel 
development. "About 30'%. of its apprentices (120) go through a double or 
triple programme, which adds electrical and electronics sk_lls to mechanical 
training. For those doing all three, the learning time is ~oubled to at least 
six years, with wages, instruction and equipment costing Deckel some DM200,000 
per person.".!../ As the company Chairman emphasises: "You can't go out in 
the open market and find these people. Its clear we had to make this 
commi tmeot. "-~/ Al I in al 1, tile chances are not great that MT producers of 
any weight will look for cheap labour oriented iDI locations - they are 
investing morP in liomebase staff, not trying to cut r:osts by going abroad. 

The final reason for FDI stated earlier was reinforcement of control over 
the international production network. Io essence this means locating 

1/ fi,!1~f_l_<:_:~_a_l __ ~~me_s, "Deckel specialises as it fights back," 10 April 1987. 

~/ idem. 
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manufacturing plants and key managerial staff in countries possessing one or 
more of the following: big markets, natural resources required for the 
manufacturing process, highly innovative enterprises within or without the MT 
branch from whom the investing firm can learn. Undoubtedly this pull to FDI 
partly overlaps with others, especially the tariff barriers argument and the 
linkage with big firms at home in related industries. Undoubtedly also the 
key countries named more than once in this report and around whom the world MT 
market rotates tcese days are also the only locations which would be seriously 
examined for this kind of strategic investment. No developing country outside 
of that small set of countries will he considered. If the chances of 
attracting FDI for the preceding three reasons are slim, the prospects for 
this last reason are virtually nil. 

The emphasis throughout this section of the chapter has been on 
investment by major firms and countries. A fully rounded picture compels some 
reference to three other issues viz. the possibility of FDI by some leading 
Asian developing countries (the so-called NICs). the nature of cooperation 
arrangements and the role of incentives and competition among different 
countries in attracting FDI. These po?nts are briefly dealt with in the 
following sub-sections. 

2.3. The International Horizons of Newcomers 

After the inclusion of a few of the large to medium size Latin American 
c~untries in the category of NICs in the 1970s, the focus seems to have 
returned to the four Asian cou~tries 'founder members' of the group, i.e. 
Republic of Korea, Taiwan, Province of China, Singapore and Hong Kong. Of 
these the last will formally revert to becoming part of China in a decade's 
time and is of less interest for purposes of this report. But the other three 
have all shown definite emphasis on strengthening their domestic capital goods 
capability (less so Singapore, a much smaller country physically and 
population wise than the other two) and systematically incorporating ever more 
advanced technology, as well as extending the international reach of their 
firms through FD!. Consequently the three co~ntries, and above all Republic 
of Korea and Taiwan, Province of China, have progressively devoted more 
attention to MT production and its very international dimensions. How should 
the global picture be modified to take account of their presence? 

Tables 20, 21 and 22 set out what is known about FCI behaviour of 
Republic of Korea, Taiwan, Province of China and Singapore respectively. 
For the first two countries there are estimates (at then prevailing exchange 
rates) of the US$ value of the stock of FD! partially disaggregated by 
recipient area and sector, while in the case of Singapore Table 22 classifies 
the ownership pattern of investments (almost entirely in Asia) and the 
footnote gives some of the figures for value of investments in other ASEAN 
nations. These tables permit the following conunents. To begin with, the 
stocks are cer~ainly tiny compared with those held by the leading OECD 
members. The fairest yardstick is Japan, being an Asian country, the closest 
to the NICs in terms of income per head and the latest starter in foreign 
investment. A sununation of investment stock for the three countries as of the 
mid-eighties yielda a figure of the order of $2.5-3.0 bn., or not much above 
3% of the Japanese total. As for Japan the priority areas of destination are 
USA and Asia, while fragments of information confirm that Korean and Taiwanese 
investments in USA, like those made there by Japan, are mostly of post 1980 
establishment. On a sectoral breakdown there are divergences, especially 
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between Republic of Korea and Taiwan. Province of China. The former has the 
Japanese sectoral profile though ta a still more pronounced degree: the 
search has been for natural resource investments (mining plus forestry 
approaching 551 of the total) with on~y one-sixth directed to manufacturing. 
The Taiwanese case is totally different showing by far the greatest 
orientation to manufacturing of ~11 countries for which FDi data exist -
almost 901 of the total. Within manufacturing a very crude approximation to 
the importance of engineering goods is given ~y adding the last 2 columns of 
Table 21 (basic metals and machinery and equipment) and comparing them with 
the manufacturing aggregate. The combined tot~l of $7.7 mn. is some 41 of all 
manufacturing; within this, basic metals accounts for the large majority and 
nearly half the basic metals total represents FDI in Malaysia. In the 
machinery branch almost all the investment is in USA. suggesting once more the 
concentration on that country in trade and investment. Only the Singapore 
data (Table 22) provide information regarding ownership patterns and they 
reveal a very 1112rked preference for JV arrangements: of the cases examined 
only 161 were wholly owned subsidiaries while minority JVs were virtually 
two-thirds of the total. The bits and pieces of available information 
relating to the other countries tend to corroborate this finding: FDI from 
the NICs normally is channelled into JV arrangements and these are usually of 
the minority type. ThP.re is inadequate data to determine whether the 
deviations from the overall contours are pronounced for individual branches 
but there is at least no solid evidence against setting up JVs in the 
engineering branches including MT. 

Table 20: Republic of Korea: Direct Investment Abroad, Stock 1984 

Source: 

Notes: 

All Countries and Sectors ($ mn.) 444.7 

Regional Breakdown (1) 
North America 32.5 
Asia 22.8 
Oceania 18.4 

Sectoral Breakdown (1) 
Mining 37.9 
Manufacturing 16.3 
Forestry 13.0 
Trade 12.6 
Others 20.2 

Yoon-Doe Euh and Sang H. Min, "Foreign Direct Investment from 
Developing Countries: The case of Korean Firms", The Developing 
Economies, June 1986. 

Data are based on Bank of Korea information. Figures do refer to 
realised investments but include real estate purchases and loans. 
The real estate share of the total is 4.51. 
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Table 21: Taiwan, Province of China: Direct Investment 
Abroad, Stock 1985~/ 

All Sectors 

113. 3 
24.8 

[nvestment~.
Manufacturing£./ 

96.0 
24.6 

Basic Metals 

0.7 
0.4 

( $ m:i - ) 

Machinery, 
Equipment and 
Instruments 

0.8 

Philippines 10 .1 10.0 
Thailand 
Singapore 
Malaysia 
Others 
Worlci 

Source 

Notes; 

9.5 8.9 
9.3 8.9 
7.3 7.2 

35.7 26.7 
209.9 182.3 

0.8 
0.8 
3.2 
0.8 
6.7 

O. l 
0.1 
1.0 

Che-Hua1g Chen, "Tai.ran' s Foreign Direct Investment", Jour-nal of 
World Trade Law, November-December 1986. 

~I The figures r-efer to all approved investments from 1959 t0 September 1985 
as published by the Investment Conmission of the Ministry of Economic 
Affairs. $150.7 mn., almost three-quarters of the total, were approved 
in the period 1980-1985. 

~I There are major discrepancies between the figures r-eported here based on 
Taiwanese official sources, and those appearing in publications of 
r~c1p1ent countries. Indonesia, for example, gives Tai~"ane~e investment 
over the period 1967-1984 as $132.l nm., more than 5 times the figure 
given above. Were this factor to hold for all kinds of investment (i.e. 
country and sector) the total for basic metals and machinery would be 
arou:1d $40 mn. 

cl The dominant branches have been electronic and electrical appliances, and 
chemicals, which together accounted for ar-ound 60% of all manufacturing 
(mostly going to USA). 

What, then, is the state of MT production in these countries and what 
might they wish to accomplish abroad? In the Republic of Korea the 1986 
rroduction of $350 mn. (c/f Table 2) s~emmed officially from 110 registered 
firms. Many of these, however, are very small and a large share of the total 
comes from only a few companies of which Daewoo Heavy Industries, Tongil and 
Swachon are the most significant. Their current technological level is, in 
global terms, only moderate but they are extending continually into more 
advanced items, using a mix of foreign technology and locally developed 
~now-how. Thus Daewoo incorporates F~nuc controllers in its products while 
trying to design and produce its own (a process the company estimates may 
require another 3 to 5 years). By drawing en key foreign components and 
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Table 22: Singapore: Foreign Direct [nvestment of Local Firms by 
Type of [nvestment and ReciEi_ent Country, l985 posit!on 

Country 

ASEAN 

China 

Hong Kong 

Sri Lanka 

Others 

Total 

Source: 

\lino lly owned 
subsidiary 

11 

1 

2 

16 

~jori ty owned 
joint ventur..:s 

8 

4 

7 

'.'iinority owned 
joint ventures 

36 

11 

7 

3 

9 

66 

Pang Eng Fong and Rajah V. Komaran, "Singapore '.'iultinationals", The 
Columbia Journal ot' wod~Busines~, Summer 1985. 

designs (both obtained mainly from Japan) some quite advanced manufacture 
takes place but there is clear recognition by the government that more LC is 
necessary; this must come on the material side as well as from des'gn. Till 
now Korean firms have been notably less successful in MT exports than in most 
other industrial branches, a striking indicator of 'relative failure' being 
the fact that it has not been necessary to negotiate a VER for the US market. 
Government indicative targets for 1987 include a doubling of exports (as 
compared with 1986) to $55 mn. and an expansion of domestic output to $450 
mn. The fragmentary data on the markets which are earmarked to receive these 
exports suggest that Korean output may be switched quickly towards Europe 
(currently over half the total goes to USA) where it is obviously felt they 
may have more scope. A summary assessment ut the trade situation recently 
published concl11des: "Korean machine tools have so far presented little 
threat to indigenous European producers. However in open markets with a 
relatively weak domestic industry, like that of the UK, low-cost Korean as 
welt as Taiwanese products have tended to disturb prices at the bottom ~nd of 
the market."l' 

The picture for Taiwan, Province of China varies from that for Republic 
of Korea in that the former seems to be technically more advanced, with 
greater exports (and a proportionately large trade surplus in MT) encompas~ing 
a higher quality pro1uct mix. Though the data of Tables 20 and 21 do not 
permit specific statements ~n FDI in ~ to be made, it seems a fair assessmP.nt 
to say that whatever investment abroad has occurred has probably come frorr 
Taiwan, Province of China. The preferred destination has been U~A as 

hf fj~~E~.!a l Tim~_!. "Machine Tool :"takers Face Cut-Throat Compd it ion", 
2l1 April 198 7. 
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Taiwanese producers have sou~ht to improve both knowledge ~bout and 
traderelations with USA. Could, however. Taiwanese and Korean firms !ook for 
production bases say elsewhere in Asia? Keeping in mind the discussion about 
reasons for FDI pres0:.nted in the previous sub-section there is one important 
difference when ~omparing the ~!Cs with their Asian neighbnurs - at prevailing 
exchange rates the wage differen~ials are small. Thus while wages in Republi~ 
of Korea might be around double those in several other Asian cou:;tries, this 
gap is net of too much significance when measuring any Jf these nations 
against say Japan. It follows that, unless there were trade barrier reasons 
to relocate production e.g. quota circumvention, the cost advantages would 
surely not warrant any FDI. In the near future i.e the next year or so, the 
only reasons for altering that conclusion would therefore be ~ change in trade 
barriers or a realignment of exchange rates. fhe latter does indeed seem 
quite likely: USA has been exerting consideratle pressure on both Taiwan. 
Province of China and Republic of Korea to revalue their currencies against 
the $ by a sizeable margin.~' The pressure is due to the trade surpluses 
both countri~s have with USA and the constant efforts by that r:ountry to be 
seen as an incustrial workshop rather than an industrial fair where everything 
can be bought. A shift in the cross rates just referred to would mean, other 
things being equal, devaluation of other Asian currencies against those of 
Taiwan, Province of China and Republic of Korea. Consequently the other 
countries would become more interesting as production locations though the 
exchange rate shift might not in itself be decisive (c/f th~ Japanese 
automotive experience where for some time the exporting companies did not 
modify $ prices in USA but instead accepted lower ur-it profits themselves; 
the switch of behaviour occurred as the appreciation of the Yen became too 
great and the VER regime came in). On balance, however, it is not likely that 
currency changes will be enough to encourage FDI on any scale from the Asian 
NICs - from this direction also there is unlikely to be much impetus to MT 
output elsewhere in the region. 

2.4. The Nature of Cooperatio_!!_Arrangements_!n A~~~ 

The references to the experience of Asian NI(s in terms of their MT 
production and FDI have explicitly signalled their use of foreign expertise 
though this has rarely been through FDI. Despite the ?aucity of data, then, 
there does seem to be a ~ood deal of foreign collaboration of one kind or 
another taking place ir1 the industry. To provide a view of what is going on 
Table 23 sunvnarises. on the basis of news ~tems appearing in trade journals. 
some instances of collaboration arrang~ments involving Asian countries in the 
period 1984-1986. The countries selected are ~he two 'Tlain ones of the 
preceding sub-section plus the three largP.st nations; the choice was ,fictated 
by the fact that the five countries listed embrace a wide range of 
technological situations, all either have er explicitly plan to have quite big 
MT industries by the early part of the next decade, and by the pra~mati~ yet 
nonetheless il.lwninating consideration that industry sources rarely mention 
any other Asian countries. 

Perhaps it is not a surprisP. that, of the 15 cases listed, ~S partners 
predominate; 4 cases involve Cincinnati Milacron and 3 Cross and Tr~cker, 

!/ Taiw~n Province of China has large foreign exchange reserves. currently 
estimated in :xcess of $50 bn. 



Asian Country 

l. China 

Table 23: Some examples of coC'peration between Asian £Q_y1~~~!~!.. . .!!!g__ffl..!.!:_lS'l...:eai:~1e!:_! 
in the Machine _Tool lndustrl'...J___JJ!E~-=-J-~~~ 

---------------------------·· ·-- --- - ----·-··----- --------------- ---------· 

Year 

1986 

1986 

1985 

1985 

1984 

1984 

Foreign Firm Local Firm 
(country) 

Cross and Kumming Machine 
Treck1:r (USA) Tool 

Cincinnati Wu.xi Machine 
Milacron (USA) Tools 

Trumpf Maschinen- n.a. 
fabrik (FRG) 

Flow Sysl1;:ms 
(USA) 

Auto Numerical 
(USA) 

Ex-Cell-O (USA) 

n.a. 

Peking 
No. l Machine 
Tool Plant 

Ningjiang 
Machine Tool 
Company 

Nature of Product 
Arrangement 

·----· 

Joint Coordi11ttte 
Production Measudug 

Machines 

Licence Internal 
Arrangement Grinders 

Import of CNC Metal 
know-how, plate pro-
equipment to processing 
start produc- machines 
tion 

Licence 
Arrangement 

Takeover of 
US firm by 
Chinese firm 

Licensing to 
build one of 
US firms 
products 

Cutting 
machines 

n.a. 

Main Market 

China 

China 

Chi11a 

Chi11a: us 
firm has 
right to sell 
Chinese mttde 
machines in 
Atda 

China, other 
Pacific 

Other Remarks 

Royalty Pay
ments expected 
to st.art 1988 

' years 
duration; $2.S 
mn. 

50/50 
Purchase deal 
with Susanto 
Group (Hong 
Kong) 

Royalties to be 
paid for 10 
years 

1...1 
OD 



Asian Country Year 

2. Rep. of 
Korea 

1986 

1986 

1986 

1985 

3. Indonesia 1985 

1985 

Table 23 (cont'd) 

Foreign Firm 
(country) 

Cincinnati 
Milacron (USA) 

Cincinnati 
Milacron (USA) 

Heiligenstaedt 
(FRG) 

Metalexport 
(Poland) 

Leadwell CNC 

Local Firm 

Hyundai Motor 

Hyundai Motor 

Tongil 

Tongil 

n. a. 

Tools 
Machines (Taiwan Indonesia 
Province of 
China) 

Nature of 
Arrangement 

Product Main Market 

Supply of NC lathes USA 
final product 

Licence 
arrangement 

Acquiring 
majority 
ownership of 
FRG firm 

Small CNC 
turning 
centres 

IL of Korea 

Own develop- Export 
mi:nt of CNC 
to be incor-
porated in 
lathes and 
machining 
centres 

CNC Turning 
machines and 
profile mill
ing machines 

Joint venture Machine tools Indonesia 

Plant con
struction 

Machine tools Indonesiil 

Other Remarks 

•1 year agree
ment: 300 units 
per year, 
supplies value at 
$10 mn. per year 

US firm buying 
par ts for 
Turning centres 
from Hyundai as 
part of worldwide 
sowing 

Turnover of FRG 
firm was DM 100 
pt:r allllWll 

$10.5 mn. venture 
75t parts import 
i11itially, lOOt 
local content 
scheduled for 1990 

"" -D 

I 



:\si<in Country Year 

----------------

!, • l nd ia 

'). "[; 1 _i '!".'!!'' 
}' r ,)\' j llC't~ - --- .. - --
u f l'hina 

1986 

l98S 

1986 

foreign firm 
(country) 

Local Firm 

Table 23 (cont'd) 

Nature of 
Arrangement 

Product Mui11 Market Other kemarka 

--------------------·---·----

Cross a11d Trecker Mysore Ki rloskar 
(USA) 

Jofrt venturi:! Univt!rscsl 
Turning 
machine liuea 

Beaver Machine 
Tool Sales (UK) 

Mysore Kirloskar Licence 
arrangement 

V1Htical and 
horizontal 
machining 
Ct!ntres 

Cross and Trecker 
(USA) 

Considering Low cost 
establishment muchine tool 
of lOOi components 
affiliate 

India, later 
othi::r Asia 

I 11d i a 

US IJ lld /\Si IJ 

UK firm supplies 
components and 
IUUlc:lllblies 

----- - - - --- ----- --------· -~--------·------------··--- ·---·----- -··--- --···------·· 

~~ur1:c:~: lnJuslry juurmds, financial prt!ss. 

I 

~ 
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along with further examples bringing in Flow Systems, Auto Numericals and 
Ex-Cell-O. The material presented ear~ier in this chapter pointed towards a 
greater degree of internationalisation (in the sense of deals abroad other 
than exports) by US firms than those of other countries - what TablE 23 does 
is to give some substance to the notion. Licensing arrangements occur 
frequently, especially when Cincinnati Milacron is the A-nerican producer, 
while Cross and !reeker seems ready to enter JV deals (and in 3 different 
countries). The products subject of these arrangements are heterogeneous yet 
with surprisingly few of ~C/CNC variety (in fact all contracts in Republic of 
Korea focus on NC/CNC lathes and the only other CNC arrangements have been 
concluded in China by Trumpf of FRG and in India by Beaver of UK). There is 
clearly a strong drive by various OECD firms to collect retcrns quickly on 
their technological assets, probably menaced by the prospect of rapid 
obsolescence and encouraged by the prospect of selling equipment and 
components without conmitting cash of their own. Indeed the current picture 
is in several respects a classic one. Companies located in the OECD markets 
most severely strained by imports and actual cum impending FDI are finding not 
only their market shares falling at home but their exports too subject to a 
severe battering: with falling sales, especially in an industry where job 
orders are not easy to organise, a liquidity problem is bound to arise for 
firms. Funds for FDI are thus not easy to find, while the competitive strains 
increase the temptation to increase cash flow through 'renting' intangible 
assets. Although Table 13 is only illustrative and makes no prEtence 
whatsoever at a ~omprehensive picture the evidence is fully consistent with 
the classical pattern: licensing by US and ~K firms, not one case of 
licensing by a Japanese company, and a heavy concentration of product sales 
from these arrangements in the home markets of the Asian countries. 

The table has some other, less obvious, features that merit a comment. A 
Chinese firm (Peking No. 1 Machine Tool Plant) and a Korean one (Tongil) have 
invested themselves via takeovers of an American and a German firm 
respectively. Both investments involved less than full ownership, as the 
Chinese company shared its purr.hase with Susanto group of Hong Kong and Tongil 
acquired majority ownership. In each case the aim seems to have been rapid 
and full access to NC and CSC technologies and products. Thi£ 'reverse FDI' 
may well be a coming trend as the heavily committed but less advanced Asian 
countries seek to widen their technical command and product range. It is 
sometimes easier to do this by investing yourself rather than being invested 
in or paying for use of a technology that is never owned and may become 
obsolete quite fast. Obviously investment of this kind ~s best done through a 
takeover rather than a 'greenfield' operation and, given limitations on 
financial resources, will usually be directed at no more than medium size 
businesses in the OECD countries. Hence there is a clear contrast between 
Japanese and other Asian FDI in the OECD - the former aims mostly at using its 
own technology, can often be 'greenfield' and on a big scale, and extends an 
international network, while the latter is trying to have access to other 
people's technological assets, will be of the takeover type and that on medium 
scale, and is probably as much concerned with raising quality for home and 
external markets as with any kind of international network. Tongil, for 
instance, is known to be keen on expanding European sales of machining centres 
(target exports of about $13 mn. for 1988 in Europe) and no doubt sees the 
acquisition of Heiligenstaedt as a prime ~oute to achieve the target. 

There appears to be one case 0f a turnkey operation and, intriguingly 
enough, the seller is a company based in Taiwan, Province of China (though it 
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may be the Taiwanese affiliate of a US firm). In general MT is not a branch 
where turnkey operations would be expected to be frequent: whereas in 
chemical engineering (to take the turnkey sector par excellence) so much of 
the final product performance is d~pendent on plant design, in MT the product 
design has hitherto been overwhelmingly the key factor with much output taking 
place in simple workshops or larger but still quite cruae factories. 
Admittedly the relationship between plant design and sophistication of the 
product may be altering with quantum leaps in the latter compelling huge 
advances in the former. Nowhere is this better evidenced than in the Yamazaki 
plant in Worcester, UK (mentioned earlier in this report) where the production 
technology updates that used in the company's home ~inimoto plant and in its 
1982 established facility in Kentucky. USA. The plant area covers 16,500 
square metres and, to ;neet the complexity of the CNC lathes and machining 
centres produced there, includes features such as: isolation of the floor in 
the superfinishing section to minimise vibration; a fully automated 
underfloor pipe system to handle the coolant supply for the production 
machines; an overhead monorail to transport replacement tools; a buffer 
store in the central aisle of the plant; and of course a precision machining 
area which is entirely computer controlled. Layout in such a plant is clearly 
of the utmost importance yet even so there is a heavy demand for internal 
transportation which includes 5 AGVs and 14 computer controlled stacker 
cranes. Such a plant necessitates intense involvement of the MT producer in 
its design and perhaps even in actual construction and it could be that a 
business will begin to grow in the plant design and erection area. In this 
s~nse, the Indonesian operation of the same Taiwanese firm may thus be the 
forerunner of a series of activities in those Asian countries where there are 
extensive plans for raising i1T output qualitatively as well as quantitatively 
and countries wish to maintain substantial national ownership of the 
facilities. 

Product marketing is firmly oriented towards the producer countries 
themselves but there are some instances where sales may be extended to 
elsewhere in Asia and a couple of cases where US itself is also targetted. 
The mix fits well with current conditions and most forecasts (or the next few 
y~ars: the biggest Asian countries aim to expand MT output to meet growing 
domestic demand, industrialisation is expected to continue extending itself, 
and there will be a constant effort to combine import substitution with export 
growth. Collaboration arrangements will reflect these objectives - while 
smaller Asian nations, and particularly those where the absolute size of the 
industrial sector is tiny by international standards, may try to obtain a 
marginal linkage with some MT suppliers, the bigger States will go for accords 
that maintain a degree of independence for themseives and where they can 
constantly dangle access to .heir markets as a bait to foreign producers. 

Finally, Table 23 has the germ of one longer term collaboration of an 
international nature viz. the link be~w~en Hyundai Motor and Cincinnati 
Milacron. The Korean firm (alrea•iY 15t 0"'1ed by :'ii tsub ishi) is the major 
automotive producer in the country, manufacturing 420,000 cars in 1986, with 
mid-1987 capacity of 600,000 and a scheduled end-1987 capacity of 750,000. 
But the North American axis of its operations is vital: in 1986 exactly 40! 
of output was sold in USA and the target range for this year is an increase 
&omewhere between one-fifth and one-half of total US sales. This leap into 
USA has inevitably r~ised questions of possible VER imposition and therefore 
FDI in North America by Hyundai: "The company is building a 100,000 a year 
car plant in Canada, due to come on stream in 1988 and has said that it will 
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decide within the next year or two whether to set :JP in the US ... l/ In that 
context a ciose link with one of the world's spe~ialist MT producers. based in 
USA, is entirely understandable and mutually beneficial. Cross fertilisation 
of markets and products can take place with Hyundai strongly dependent on 
activities in North America and Cincinnati Milacron undoubtedly interested in 
securing as 'captive customer' one of the major industrial firms in one of the 
most important and fastest growing Asian countries. Further ventures of this 
kind might well be a feature of future developments in MT. 

2.5. The Significance of Investment Incentives 

This chapter so far has concentrated entirely on the fundamental forces 
at work, macrJeconomically in the OECD countries and in the MT branch itself. 
which influence foreign investment decisions. Below, a brief conment on the 
role of investment incentives within this context is provided - what value if 
any are institutional, legislative and financial actions within prospective 
recipient countrie~? 

The current international economic environment is characterised by the 
f1llowing features in relation to overall FDI. First, the annual rate of FDI 
is falling in all major OECD r.ations except Japan where, on the contrary, the 
recent period is the boom time. Second, USA now acc0unts for around 30% of 
the world's FDI, well down from the 46% at the start cf the 1970s. Third, 
that same country is now the major recipient of FDI with a share probably 
approaching one-third of the total; in the year 1 April 1985 to 31 M3rch 1986 
about 45% of Japan's FDI was directed to USA while in the calendar year 198b 
some 30% of the FRG aggregate went to the same country. In 1985, of the 912 
cases of major inward investments as classified by the Cormierce Department 
approximately 24% were Japanese. Fourth, the economic crisis which continues 
to assail much of the Third World has led to a fair degree of disinvestment 
there, though admittedly Asia has been the region least affected by this 
trend. Even where disinvestment has not ·occurred the accent is firmly on 
conserving the parent company's finances; in Latin America, for example, 
around two-thirds of FDI from US companies stems from reinvestment of profits 
by subsidiaries already esta,lished there and risk capital represents only a 
quarter of the funds obtained by affiliates, and this while there has been but 
a slight drop in prof it remittances in the very period when production by 
affiliates has fallen considerably. Fifth, a major thrust, backed not only by 
the international finance houses but also by the World Bank as part of its 
policy advice, is on dynamising credit markets in developing . .:..sia. The idea 
is to mobilise local risk capital and access to it will be available to 
companies setting up in those countries - here too the results will be to 
reduce the proportion of foreign sourced capital in an FDI transacticn. 

It is in this setting that developing countries are trying to encourage 
FDI - they are clearly confronted with an uphill task. So stress is often 
placed on setting up a battery of incentives; their effectiveness, however, 
is limited and that for simple enough rPasons. All countries in the business 
tend to institutionalise more or less similar packages which put them, as it 
were, in the same starting blocks but without giving any one a particular 

1/ Fi!'la':!fial:_!!!"e~, "Confirlent Indui;try Aims ·:or Middle Size Slot", 11• May 
1987. 
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advantage. As an example Table 24 brings together, under 5 sections. 26 
conditions which investors usually consider favourable and looks at their 
occurrence in the 5 main ASEAN countries. In 10 instances all count~ies have 
the same situation and in 4 others there is only one country differing from 
the rest. On what are regularly cited by OECD firms (and their governments) 
as 'sensitive' issues the table is eloquent: on guarantees against 
expropriation and nationalisatior., and for repatriation of earnings and 
capital; patent protection, employment cf foreign staff, and protection of 
competition against imports (the Singapore divergence here counts little given 
its special trading position); exemptions from tariff on imported capital 
goods and raw materials; corporate tax deductions for reinvestment of 
profits; and special incentives to exporters, on all these there is 
unanimity. The essential ingredients of the incentives code are present 
throughout the sub-region, only the decorations vary among the cooks. In 
effect the institutionalisation of all these incentives does little else than 
put a country's name on the list as a possible candidate for receiving FDI -
it does not give the country any special ~osition. The more countries as a 
group try to compete against each other the worse off they are each likely to 
be i.e. they will be playing a negative sum game in which each one comes out a 
loser. One analysis of the Latin American situation has concluded: 
"Questionnaire surveys among transnational firms show that the incentives to 
foreign investment have, with the exception of protection against competing 
imports, little or no influence on investment decisions, particularly as 
regards production for the domestic market. In any case the effects of 
incentives specific to foreign investment are uncertain and lose their 
effectiveness the more complex they become and the more often they are 
modified."l/ 

The preceding remarks thus show that incentives certainly do not, of 
themselves, persuade firms to make investments which they would not do 
otherwise and they also are most unlikely to have much influence on location 
since in todays world (at least in Asia) there is considerable harmonisation 
(conscious or otherwise) of legislation. Decision making is made in response 
to the fundamental macroeconomic conditions and the evolving patterns of the 
international industrial structure - what is done legislatively and 
institutionally by individual countries hoping to attract FDI is of little 
sway. 

!/ f.'."uardo White, "Las Inversiones Extranjeras y la Crisis Econ6mica en 
America Latina," Com~_!_cio Ext~rj.Q!:• October 1986, p.862. 
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Table 2.4: Swmiarv of Foreign Investment Incentives 
available in ASEAN countries, 1986 

Type of Incentive Indonesia Malaysia Philippines Singaore Thailand 

I. Basic Rights and Guarantees 

Against Expropriation 
Against losses due to: 
Nationalisation 
War damage 

Inconvertibility for currency 
Repatriation of: 

Earnings 
Capital 

II. Protection and Priorities 

x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

Employment of aliens X 
Patent protection X 
Preference for government loans 
Protection against competition from: 

Imports X 
Government 
Local 

Real estate ownership 

III. Exemptions from Taxes and Tariffs 

Capital gains 
Corporate in(ome 
Imported capital goods 
Imported raw materials 
Royalties 
Interest on foreign loans 

x 

x 
x 

x 

IV. Deductions from Taxable Corporate Income 

Accelerate depreciation 
Export allowances 
Reinvested profits 
Investment allowances 

V. Special Incentives 

To TilCs 
To exporters 
Other laws benefitting foreign 

investors 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 

x 
x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 

x 

x 

Source: Data assembled by Asean Committee 0'' rndust.ry, ~inerals and Energy, 
December 1986. 

x 

x 

x 
x 

x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 
x 
x 
x 

x 

x 

x 
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Chapter 3 

THE PROSPECTS FOR ASIAN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

3.1. The Asian Context 

The report has underlined the gravitation of the world's industria 1 

economy towards Asia and the particular weight whieh primarily Japan, and to a 
lesser degree Republic of Korea and Taiwan, Province of China, have rapidly 
gained in the MT market. In this context the smaller Asian countries outside 
of the Pacific, of which Sri Lanka is the principal case, are in serious 
danger of marginalisation. To describe the Asian context requires some 
furthe~ exploration of the investment situation. It appear re~;onable to 
begin with Japanese investment since this is the country locat~d in the 
region, the world MT leader and now showing the highest marginal propensity 
for FDI. Table 25 describes the country composition of its investments in 
.AF.ia during fiscal year 1985 (i.e. to 31 March 1986). Ten countries are 
listed explicitly and to them more than 98i of all FDI to the region is 
committed. However, the general figures here do not tell the whole story. 
Some of the stronger conmentaries argue that Asia has been left aside by the 
boom in FDI from Japan. Thus one recent assessment comnented that "except for 
significant increases in investment in Singapore, South Korea, Taiwan and to a 
lesser extent India, the Japanese are leaving Asia high and dry"1/ and "As 
Japan moves into the information revolution, it has also lessened the need for 
South East Asia's raw materials its survival once depended upon .... !/ The 
figures for the past couple of yearr ·1ary sharply from the pattern of the late 
1970s and early 1980s, especially for the ASEAN countries. From 1977-1983 the 
annual average growth rate of Japanese ~DI in manufact~ring was 18.71 globally 
but a superior 20.61 in ASEAN (corresponding world and ASEAN statistics for 
1976-1983 were for USA 6.61 and 13.31, for FRG 12.21 and 12.81). 

A more detailed picture in relation to FDI can be gleaned from some other 
recent research. Looking once more at the ASEAN countries (less Singapore and 
Brunei) Japanese FDI is far more concentrated on manufacturing than is 
investment from USA: 1983 data show the share of manufacturing in the US 
total to range from around 4.51 for Indonesia and Thailand to some 351 for 
Philippines, whereas the corresponding span for Japan runs from 27 51 in 
Indonesia to 751 for Thailand. Within manufacturing Japan put close to 
onP.-third of the total into metals and metal products against ju&t one-seventh 
for USA. A failure to make an impression on Japan would thus mean that 
investment in the MT and metalworking areas would have to be sought in bits 
and pieces from firms located in countries that are either not at the core of 
the branch or are losing their position in the core group. Since, moreover, 
the labour intensity of Japanese investments in machinery industries is high 
relative to those made by other countries (1983 figures put em~loyment per 
US$1 mn. of Japanese assets in the machinery se:tor in Asia at 59 people while 
the corresponding figure for USA is about 151 lower), the employment effect as 
well as the foreign exchange effect is significant. 

y South, "The Rising Eun: Cutting Out Asia", February 1987, p.58. 

'!J idem. 
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Table 25: Japan: Foreign Direct Investment in Developing Asia, 1985~' 

Country Amount ($ mn.)~/ Change on Previous Year 

Indonesia 408 +9 
Singapore 339 +51 
Rep. of Korea 134 +25 
Hong Kong 131 -68 
Taiwain, Province 
of China 114 +75 

China 100 -12 
Malaysia 79 -44 
Philippines 61 +33 
Thailand 48 -60 
Br~nei 1 -80 
Others 20 -5 

Total 1435 -12 

Source: The Economist, 25 October 1986, drawing on MIT! data. 

Notes: 

~I Fiscal year, i.e. 1 April 1985 to 31 March 1986. Figures refer to all 
sP.ctors. 

(%) 

QI Converted at current exchange rates: the aggregate fall from 1984 to 
1985 measured in dollar terms would therefore be greater measured in yen 
due to the rising value of the yen against th~ dollar in the latter half 
of fiscal 1985 (i.e. subsequent to the GS accord of September 1985). 

The report has suggested that the ASEAN countries w.ay be the most obvious 
investment targets in the region, in the sense that they are actively seek~ng 
foreign collaboration and do not (with the exception of Singapore) yet have 
sufficiently strong domestic industries of their own. Table 26 brings 
together some characteristics of the MT industry in 5 countries (excluding 
Brunei). No satisfactory estimates of the overall value of output could be 
obtained but other aspects of branch structure and the approach of governments 
to MT could be ascertained; the main findings can be sununarised as follows. 
First, the nwnber of producing firms is sw.all, around 10 to 15 - the higher 
numb~r for Malaysia includes quite a few metalworking and woodworking 
enterprises whose elimination would certainly reduce that co".ntry's total to 
the same range as elsewhere. If this number, unweighted for size of 
employment or value of output, is compared with nWTibers in other countries, 
then the ASEAN average is not much more than lOt of the industry size in, say, 
Japan ~r Republic of Korea. Second, there is an absence of leading firms i.e. 
enterprises which have a powerful investment and production base. Thus in 
Indonesia commentary in 1986 on the plans to enhance thr> branch stated "The 
government has authorised ll companies to expand and develop their ~achine 
tool activities. Until now firms h~ve only been small and have not been able 
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to compete with impor-ts."1 ·· There does not, further-more, appear to be 
evidence of a State sector firm of significant size operating in any of the 
countries. Third, and closeiy related to the preceding point, all ASEAN 
countr-ies recognise a dear-th of investment in MT notwithstanding the 
importance assigned to it in national planning. As described in the last 
section of Table 26, the inherent risks of MT production tend to be 
accentuated in the developing country context: whereas events of the present 
decade have been as an earthquake in several OECD countries, bringing down 
many firms and forcing others to be rebuilt on totally different structural 
bases, in ASEAN they have acted as a brake on getting the industry off the 
ground. 

Table 26: Some characteristics of the :_lllacnine Tool Industry 
in ASEAN Countries, 1985 

Number of Producers: 

Indonesia: 
Thailand: 
Singapore: 
Philippines: 
Malaysia 

Nature of Product: 

13 
13 
10-15 
5-10 
47 (incl. metalworking and wood working) 

Metal Forming rather than Metal Cutting (except for Singapore) 
Intermediate level (except for Singapore), including reconditioning and 
rebuilding of imported machines (particularly in Philippines) 

Nature of Production Method: 

Old machines (except for Singapore), frequently more than 10 years 
Job order rather than continuous production 
Heavy reliance on imported raw materials, particularly special steel 
alloys 

Investment and OwnershiE: 

Lack of investors (domestic and foreign) despite high priority given to 
Machine Tools in all countries' investment plans. Risks seen as volatile 
demand, advanced and changing technology, and weak support industries. 

Current ownership is mainly national 

Source: Derived frnm material collected by Technonet, Singapore, published 
in UNIDO, Th~Machine_Ic.>.2.l.J_n_dus_~!l'.J.!l_~h~_~_l?~an R~.&!<?~ _Q.e..;iE!!~o;
and __ St ~?~i~J Ma in _ _!_ss_ue~. ~-~ ~e_g_i_~n3J_L~~~~, May 1986. 

_l/ Nacht_:_i_c:?~~r_t_f1:!1_'!!:' Au_!?_se_nh~_n<!~_l, "Branchenbild: Die 
Werkzeugmasch inenind•1strie in In<lones ien", 3 February 1986. 
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Reports from specialised industry sources emphasise both the continued 
wish of countries to enhance MT production and their recognition that FDI 
offers the most promising route for achieving the aim. Thus a 1985 analysis 
stated "Although a country that can now produce 1550 machine tools a year, 
Indonesia's newest 5 year plan calls for production of 21,000+ metalworking 
machines per year by 1989 ••• Present facilities could manage 3,600 units per 
year by then, and the rest will have to come from new facilities from joint 
ventures and foreign investment. Indonesian technology officials have 
announced they would prefer to get the capital and knowhow from the US machine 
tool industry.·•!.' Moreover, in early 1986 the import duty on MT was raised 
by some 151 with the purpose of encouraging greater domestic output; thus 
far, however, there is scant evidence that FDI has actually occurred. In the 
case ~f Thailand there was an undisguised 1986 initiative by the Board of 
Investment to encourage US metalworking and machinery firms to locate plants 
in the country. Thus: "Thailand has moved into a better position to compete 
for US manufacturing operations in the wake of rising labour costs elsewhere 
in Asia, including Hong Kong, Malaysia, Taiwan and South Korea. It has a 
sizeable pool of engineers and technicians and its assembly line workers make 
less than US$4 per day. Going wage rates for skilled workers range up to US$6 
per day, while typical salaries for technicians and engineers are US$150-250 
per month and US$300-500 per month respectively. Benefit packages usually 
come ~o about 501 of wages and salaries. Standard government incentive 
packages include investment guarantees, up to 8 years of corporate income tax 
and business tax exemption, duty tree import of machinery, equipment and basic 
raw materials and components. ul/ In t'· ~ Thai case also the impacts of this 
drive to encourage FDI have yet to be realised. Obviously there are 3 kinds 
of time lag in this process viz. the information lag from Government to 
potential investor, the approval lag for acceptance by the Board of Investment 
of any proposed FDI, and the gestation lag for turning an accepted proposal 
into an actual production operation. Together these lags are quite sufficient 
to account for the absence of actual start-ups till now. The passage of time 
could well lead to a marked reduction of the information lag and possibly some 
cutback of the approval lag. Yet the gestation lag is always likely to be 
present, especially in an industry as volatile as MT: market conditions can 
alter between the date a proposal is put together and the time the investment 
is ready to begin. 

Returning to Table 26 the fourth point to underline, and one of 
considerable importance, concerns the type of product and production 
technology prevailing in ASEAN. Singapore stands apart from the other 4 
nations with a profile resembling the advanced OECD countries i.e. emphasi~ on 
metal cutting equipment of recent vintage and certainly with some export 
orientation. But the 4 largest ASEAN count~ies are in a quite different 
context. Although they have roughly the same number of firms as Singapore, 
wh~t these firms actually do is by no means comparable. To begin with their 
concentration of activity is towards metal forming, using machinery of no more 
than an intermediate kind and often obtained second-hand. The average age of 
machinery is therefore high relative to the stock found in more advanced 
production locations (thi~ statement can be made with some confidence due to 

1/ Americjin Metal Market, "Indonesia: Toolmakers Wanted", 14 January 1985, 
p.16. 

~I li:~~-~=--Met~l_YEo~c-~ __ Mana_g~m~f!_~, "Thailand asks US Firms to Locate 
There", 17 January 1986, p.16. 
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the introduction of new technologies) and the equipment is being used to 
produce for specific orders rather than large batches. Now it is true that MT 
demand anywhere has a substantial job order component but a stronger sector 
where firms have more flexible production equipment ~an usually manage (except 
in phases of very limited demand) to keep low rates of machine downtime and 
reasona'lly high and stable levels of capacity utilisation. These indices are 
definitely unfavourable for the ASEJl.N countries and must lead eventually to 
higher product prices and/or lower company profits than would prevail in a 
situation where the sector was stronger. The reliance on imported raw 
materials accentuates the problems not so mucrr in the familiar sense of the 
risk that foreign exchange will be unavailable (though this might be a 
difficulty on occasion, especially in Philippines and Indonesia) but because 
of the disjuncture between material quality and equipment vintage. There is 
currently a contradiction between the declared aims of augmenting MT quality 
and the tools at the disposal of the industry to achieve that objective. In 
ASEAN the sector is thus awaiting its own definition - how to combine the 
simpler, lower grade requirements for many branches of local output with the 
undoubtedly essential introduction of pro~ressively more advanced technologies 
to support the modern industries. Each of the 4 countries (leaving aside 
Singapore) will ha~e a different response due to the varied industry mixes 
they possess and as of now there is no sign of any elements of a coanon 
approach. 

3.2. Foreign Direct Investment in Che~p Labour Countries? 

The major shifts in production cost structures and levels now sweeping 
through the industrial sectors of the OECD countries are particularly 
pronounced in the MT ard engineering branches where the combination of the 
electronic with the mechanical has totally altered the nature of processes 
(allowing a felicitous mix of batch and custom-made production) and 
drastic~lly changed the skill requirements for staff. Production in cheap 
labour countries is highly vulnerable to these developments and that ~reates 
real tensions around investment decisions. Much time is required to build 
marketing channels and establish long term customers: even if original 
investment costs can be recouped relatively quickly, mediwn to long term 
profitability is a function both of continuing cost efficiency and quality 
maintenance (variables which depend, among other things, on whether 
significant technological changes arc occurring) and the ability to retain a 
marketing grip. The problem in countries with a cheap labour edge is that 
this asset is c~nstantly liable to erosion (or even a sudden landslide) ~ue to 
technological changes. Consequently the single advantage of labour cost is 
not enough: what is required is at least a second asset, preferably of a 
system kind, which can provid~ some cushion against technological improvements 
(at least within a range). It is the long term building of that asset which 
has to be the focus not only of policy, seen as a succession of manouevres, 
but of strategy. This is not the same as economic planning as it has been 
conventionally understood and widely castigated. It is a social cwn economic 
process of integration which recognises that domestic entrepreneurship devoted 
to long term profit making through industrial production (as opposed to 
financial speculation and trading) is essential to improving not only the 
wealth of the economy but also its resilience in the face of external shifts. 
That entrepreneurship will only flourish if public sector support is available 
and if the public sector is comm:tted to creating a well defined type of 
economic structure. The cotm10n fe?.ture of the economically successful Asian 
countries has been precisely the sharpness and insistence of that definition. 
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Developing Asian countries trying to attract FDI from the MT sector are 
thus pursuing a high risk option. What in fact is the relative position of 
countries on the wage scale? Table 27 brings together. for the latest year 
for which a sizeable sample of countries on a comparable basis could be 
obtained. data on hourly wages and labour costs in export production. The 
numbers tell their own story: Sri Lanka is by far the cheapest location with 
costs of half to one-third those prevailing in Philippines. Thailand and 
India. The table shows vividly how (and recall these are 1983 data) Hong 
Kong. Singapore and Republic of Korea have become. in the Asian context. high 
labour cost locations and have therefore been driven to seeking other 
advantages to sustain their export thrust. On any-assessment. and especially 
when the discipline. skill and literacy levels of the Sri Lankan labour force 
ar.~ kept in mind. that country is unquestionably the cheap cost site. 

Table 27: Average hourly wages and average hourly labour costs 
in Export Processing Zones and World Market factories in 

Selected Developing Countries, 1983 

Country 

Sri Lanka 
Philippines 
Thailand 
India 
Taiwan. 

Province of China 
Malaysia 
Singapore 
Rep. of K0rea 
Hong Kong 

($US) 

Average Hourly Wages 

0.11 - O.lS 
0.25 - 0.70 
0.35 - 0.50 
0.40 - 0.75 

0.40 - 1.25 
0.50 - 0.70 
0.60 - 1.25 
0.60 - 1.20 
0.90 - 1.65 

Average qourly Labour Costs 

0.15 - 0.25 
0.30 - 0.90 
0.40 0.60 
0.50 - 0.80 

0.50 - 1.50 
0.65 - J.90 
0.90 - 1.80 
0.75 - 1.50 
1.12 - 2.10 

Source: Folker Frobel, Jurgen Heinrichs and Otto Kreye. Umbruch in tler 
Weltwirtschaft. Reinbek 1986. p.470. 

Notes: Labour costs differ from wages through including social payments. 

Since the latter half of 1985 there has been a major realignment of 
exchange rates, e3pecially in the $/Yen parity. This has altered investment 
costs in different countries according to the behaviour of their currencies; 
the results likely for the 2 year period to end 1987 are given in Table 28. 
The only countries, as compared with Sri Lanka, which are becoming cheaper for 
investors both in $ and Yen are Indonesia and Philippines with the numbers for 
Malaysia not much different. At one level this confirms the view expressed 
earlier that it is the ASEAN countries a~d Sri Lanka which are the main 
~ompetitors: they have the lowest labour costs (fragmentary information for 
Indonesia suggests that could it have been included in Table 27, its rates 
would have been closest to those for Sri Lanka) and their exchange rates are 
all fairly weak. But taken from a different angle, the available evidence 
also leads to the conclusion that nothing much is to be gained for any country 
by any further attempts at competitive devaluations, cuts in wage rates or 
efforts to improve incentives for foreign investors. Not only are they likely 
to backfire, in that neighbouring countries will probably modify policies 
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T3ble 28: Projected change in investment costs as measured in 
Dollars and Yen in Selecterl Asian Countries, end 1985 to ~nd L~87 

Country Change in Yen (1) Change in Dollars (~) 

Rep. of Korea -12.t +t7.5 
+26.0 
-l.7 

Taiwan, Province of China 
India 

-5.S 
-26.4 

Indonesia -43.5 -24.5 
Philippines -31.6 -8.5 
Thailand 
Malaysia 
Sri Lanka 

Source: 

Notes: 

-18.7 
-29.6 
-30.2 

Business Asia, 16 :.'iarch 1987. 

+8.7 
-5.9 
-6.8 

Percentages calculated comparing actual end 1985 rates with 
projected end 1987 rates; the basis for the projection is not 
explained. It is not clear whether full allowance has been made for 
possible shifts in costs other than exchange rates e.g. alterations 
in government policies towards foceign investment. 

to neutralise the shifts, but they w~uld seriously call into question the net 
benefits to that country of an export oriented manufacturing thrust. Due to 
the absence of data this report has been unable to present net export earnings 
estimates but they are certainly not that substantial due to the import 
content of export directed manufacturing production. Any further policies 
allowing part of the benefits to be taken away would leave the country with 
little to show for its efforts. 

To sum up, what then ire the overall prospects for Asian developing 
countries to attract MT investment from abroad? As a basis to answer this 
question the quintessential feat~res of FDI in this branch are reiterated 
below: 

- FDI in MT has not so far taken place on a large scale (both compared to 
overall MT production and compared to FDI ratios in other branches of 
manufacturing). However, it has recently shown an increasing tendency. 

- MT-related FDI clearly is among the most demanding types of FDI, both 
in terms of supply as well as demand conditions. On the supply side, 
i.e. concerning the investment preconditions relating to factor 
availabilities, it presupposes the existence of highly skilled labour 
resourc6s, a network of specialized input supplies and a sophisticated 
supporting service sector (such as local computer software 
specialists). On the demand side a large domestic market has shown to 
be of key importance. FDI has either sought primarily to maintain 
acces~ to a protected domestic market (e.g. investment in USA trigg~red 
off by the threat of VERs) or at least to combine export production 
with p~oduction for the host country market within a strategy of risk 
control. Nowhere has FDI in MT been utilized so far just as an export 
platform. 
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These characteristics o!>v1ousLy im!)t.y ti:l.at for those .'.sian developing 
countri:s outside the core ~r~u? of ~ICs the pros?e~ts to attract :IT 
investment are not partic~iady bri~h::. This is ::10t to s~y. ;lo"'"ever, that ::.he 
potential is non-existent. What follows is rather ::.he need :o desi~n a cle~r 

long-term strategy in this area. The a'-'"ailable t:!'-'"idence de!llt>nstr.:.tes that in 
no case nas :"IT production developed in isolation from the overall industriai 
sector. Being a branch with strr::~ ;ack•ard and for•ar..! ~ini.::.?.~es it can oniy 
prosper as integral element ·Jf a larger industrial syst-:::n. 

Hence, chances to attract '."IT investment appear to be ~est in t~ose 
countric-s with a strong indt.£strial pol icy conwnit:no:=nt to develo? and upgc1de 
their :netalworking and engineerin~ industries. ~oreover, within this ~verall 
strategy Ley would have to oiefine themse~ves those spt:!dfic 'T prorhu:t 5r~ups 
of critical importance to the country's industrial progress 3nd scbsequentiy 
would have to approach potential investors. rarg~ted inv.::st,nent ;>remotion 
activities ::.hus ass~ critical import.:mce .md, .'ls pointeti out above, it i.i 
not so much a fa~ade ~f fancy investment incc-ntives but rather the long-ter:n 
market prospects that will cause i:)Otential imrestor:s to re.s?ond. Further 
detailed research would seem to be required, however. ~o ascertain at the 
company level the various deter:-minants of cor:-porate strat.egie::. in gent!ral and 
of investment behaviour: in :;>articular. 
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APPENDIX 

MAIN NATIONAL MACHINE TOOL ASSOCIATIONS 

Countrr Name and Address of Association 

Europe (CECIMO Members) 

Austria 

Belgium 

Denmark 

Federal Rep. 
of Germany 

France 

Italy 

Netherlands 

Portugal 

Spain 

Sweden 

Switzerland 

United Kingdom 

Fachverband der Maschinen und Stahlbauindustrie Osterreichs, 
Wiedner Haupstrasse 63, Postfach 430, A-1045 Vienna 

Syndicat des Constructeurs Belges de Machines-Outils 
(also CECIMO headquarters) pour le Travail des Metaux, rue 
des Drapiers 21, B-1050 Brussels 

Foreningen AF Danske Vaerktojsmaskinfabrikanter, 
Norrevoldgade 34, DK-1358 Copenhagen K 

Verein Deutscher Werkzeugmaschinenfabriken e.V •• 
Corneliusstrasse 4, D-6000 Frankfurt l 

Syndicat de la Machine-Outil, de !'Assemblage et de la 
Productique Associee, 150 boulevard Bineaux, B.P. 117, 
F-92203, Neuilly sur Seine Cedex 

Unione Costruttori Italiani Macchine Utensili, Viale Fulvio 
Testi, 128, 1-20092 Cinisello Balsamo (MI) 

Vereniging Voor de Metal - en de Elektroteknische Industrie, 
Bredewater 20, Postbus 190, NL-2700 AD, Zoetermeer 

Centro de Coopera~ao dos lndustriais de Mclquinas e 
Ferr~mentas, Rua Manuel Pinto de Azevedo 439, P-4100 Porto 

Asociaci6n Espanola de Fabricantes de Maquinas-Herramienta, 
Edificio Oficinas Lorea, Apartado 907, Avda. de Zarauz 82, 
E-20009 San Sebastian 

Foreningen Svenska Verktygsmaskintillverkare, Box 5506, S-114 
85 Stockholm 

Verein Schweizerischer Maschinen-lndustrieller, Kirchenweg 4, 
Postf ach, CH-8032 Zurich 

Machine Tool Trades Association, 62 Bayswater Road, GB-London 
W2 3PH 



Asia 

India 

Japan 

Republic of Korea 

North America 

USA 
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Indian ~chine Tool Manufacturers Association, 82 Jolly 
Maker Chambers 2, 225 Nariman Point, Bombay 400 021 

Japan Machine Tool Builders' Association, Kikai Shinko 
Building, 3-5-8 Shibakaen, Minato-Ku, Tokyo 105 

(Contact Person) Mr. Kim Kee Hyo, Assistant Director, 
Precision Machinery Division, Ministry of Coamerce and 
Industry, Seoul 

National Machine Tool Builders' Association, 7901 West 
Port Drive, McLean, Virginia 22102 
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